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Option b) – Quote

From: brett soutar <sbnstreework@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 3:46:26 PM
To: pbeveridge2@outlook.com <pbeveridge2@outlook.com>
Subject: queens head pricing
Hi Peter
Good to meet with you yesterday.
The project has great merit I believe as this was such a historical landmark over 100 years
ago. The work as you described, removing top growth and surrounds via abseil and directional
felling and sectional removals, stacking smaller shrubs on site to break down and chipping the
road side pruning from the lift on the pines and removals/ pruning of the macs. ( chip to go to
your site for ground restoration and nutrient replenishment.). Full stop/ go traffic management
is included in the price.As well as full project management.
Cost will be $17500 plus gst.
However as discussed I believe there would need to be full removals of the pines and the new
growth totoroa and macs as well as a willow for the Queens head to be viewed from the road
safely coming into Waihi.Please find this price below .Again this includes full traffic
management .
Cost to do above $29500 plus gst
Points to consider
Where will the Queens head be viewed from???: The highway is a highly traveled road,
stopping for pictures etc will happen once the Queens head is revealed. How can we safely
provide a viewing point for easy parking and entry back into the roading network?
The rail trail could/should also be utilised for viewing. Is there a viewing area that can be set
up slightly off track to again provide a safe place to view???
Signage and history of The Queens head will also need to be addressed. The Totora removal
could be milled for reuse for seating or signage(we can arrange this as we have our native
milling licence and two mills operating on our site in Dean cres.)
With the correct amount of removals and pruning and forethought over the safety and viewing
of this historic landmark this project could be another feather in the cap of the Rail Trail and
the HDC . I would suggest that the Rail Trail trust be included into planning for a hand in glove
approach to the project.
I am happy to discuss ideas or methodology with any concerned parties so that we have a
great outcome to revealing a historic sight that has not been seen in its entirety for many
decades.

Kind regards

Brett Soutar
ISA Certified Arborist ,NZ Advanced Cert in Arboriculture
Director Short Back N Sides Ltd
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FOR DECISION
MŌ TE WHAKATAUNGA
TO

The Mayor and Councillors

AUTHOR

Charan Mischewski
Strategic Planner

FILE REFERENCE

Document: 2870753
Appendix A: 2021 LTP - Working financial and other general
assumptions - 2765472

PORTFOLIO HOLDER/S The Mayor
Policy portfolio
MEETING DATE

Wednesday, 16 December 2020

SUBJECT

Review and adoption of proposed 2021-31 Long Term Plan
Assumptions

RECOMMENDATION | TE WHAIKUPU
THAT the report be received.
THAT the Council:
a) Adopt the 2021-31 Long Term Plan Assumptions attached as Appendix A.
OR
b) Adopt the 2021-31 Long Term Plan Assumptions as amended.
THAT the Council considers the decision to be insignificant under its Significance and
Engagement Policy 2020.

1

PURPOSE | TE ARONGA

This report presents the 2021-31 Long Term Plan (LTP) Assumptions to the Council for
consideration and adoption.

2

BACKGROUND | TE KŌRERO Ā MUA

As required by the Local Government Act 2002,1 in developing a LTP, assumptions are made
about the future of the activities Council provides, assets it holds, and various issues that
affect its ability to deliver its services.
These assumptions, can be financial or non-financial, they need to align with LTP planning and
budget preparation and risks underlying the financial estimates must be identified. It is not

1

Schedule 10, s17 of the Local Government Act 2002
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possible to predict the future, but the underlying assumptions provide the Council with
reference points that help direct the community and organisation into the future.
The Council first reviewed the draft 2021-31 LTP assumptions in June 2020 and they were
presented to the Audit and Risk Committee in October 2020 for consideration and feedback.
Since June 2020 several assumptions have been updated based on revised information. In
addition, three new assumptions have been included on:
•
•
•

Ngatea North Subdivision,
Environmental Protection Subsidy, and
Climate change and insurance.

The 2021-31 LTP financial and other general assumptions are attached as Appendix A, and a
note has been added to highlight the new and amended assumptions.
Of significance, the assumptions relating to the demographic projections have been updated to
reflect the use of the medium projections in the 2021-31 LTP and the use of the high
projections in years 11-30 of the Infrastructure Strategy. Council staff confirmed that for
longer term planning the high scenario projections are the most suitable as they mean some
additional capacity to be built into the network, without over investing.
The assumption on carbon credits has been updated to reflect that wastewater disposal and
treatment is not going to be included in the emission trading scheme in the near future. This
was confirmed by the Ministry for the Environment.
Advice from the Office of the Auditor General (OAG)
Information provided by the OAG in October 2020 states the more risky and uncertain the
assumption, the more focused attention and challenge elected members should apply to it. The
uncertainty and risk should be adequately explained in the LTP. Key assumptions underpinning
the LTP should include:
• the Covid-19 downturn and recovery assumptions,
• how the expected effects of the changing climate will impact your council’s operations,
service levels, and planned responses;
• that Council will continue to provide water and wastewater services;
• asset condition and performance;
• council’s ability to deliver its planned capital expenditure;
• implementing new or known changes to regulation and how regulatory changes might
affect the levels of service your council is required to provide.
These matters are covered in the attached document to varying levels of detail.
Further advice received from the OAG in November 2020 notes, one of the main questions
your communities are likely to ask when assessing the LTP and associated consultation
document, will be how your council will support its community in its recovery from the
disruption of Covid-19. It recommends the following is addressed:
• Government health restriction assumptions about the timing and extent of future
lockdowns and when restrictions on the borders will end (this will inform assumptions
on the resumption of international travel and expected tourist visitors).
• Population growth assumptions about migration forecasts and implications for residential,
commercial, and industrial growth. Covid-19 might significantly change the previous
growth forecasts for some councils.
• Economic assumptions about expected economic growth, inflation, and unemployment,
which can be used to forecast demand for the council’s services (e.g. community
support and regulatory services) and the effect on the council’s revenue and what the
community can afford.
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• Behavioural trends about how people live and work, including “working from home”
trends and how people gather within the community. These might also affect the
demand for the council’s services (e.g. community facilities and transport networks).
The attached Assumptions address some economic aspects of Covid-19 and the Council chose
to use the medium growth scenario in this LTP because of the potential effect of Covid-19
border restrictions on international net migration. However, there is no specific assumption on
future lockdowns and when border restrictions may end or Covid-19 related behavioural
trends. They may not be significant assumptions for the district as the economy is not highly
reliant on international tourists and lock down did not affect our economic performance as
much as other areas in New Zealand as we have high numbers of essential services that
continued to operate.

3

THE ISSUES | NGĀ TAKE

The Council needs to consider and adopt its 2021-31 LTP assumptions before it adopts the
consultation document and LTP. This is to ensure that the best judgement and available data is
applied to the assumptions used to prepare the LTP.

4 ENGAGING WITH OUR COMMUNITIES |
KIA UIA TE HAPORI WHĀNUI
The 2021-31 Long Term Plan Assumptions will be consulted on with the community as part of
the 2021-31 LTP engagement process.

5

OUR OPTIONS | NGĀ KŌWHIRINGA A MĀTOU

Staff have identified the following options for the Council to consider:
• Adopt the 2021-31 Long Term Plan Assumptions as attached
• Adopt the 2021-31 Long Term Plan Assumptions as amended (as per the direction from
Council in the meeting)
Any advantages or disadvantages of potential changes to the 2021-31 Assumptions will be
identified during the Council meeting.

6

NEXT STEPS | TE ARA KI MUA

Tentative Timeframe

Action

19 March - 30 April
2020

Written feedback period for 2021-31 Draft Long Term Plan
community engagement

18-20 May 2020

Hearing of written and verbal feedback to 2021-31 Draft Long
Term Plan
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Approval

Prepared by

Charan Mischewski
Strategic Planner

Approved by

Jolene Nelson
Strategic Planning Manager
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Appendix
A

Review of our financial and other
general assumptions
Forecasting assumptions are one of the building blocks of the long term plan (LTP). The LTP must disclose all
significant forecasting assumptions and risks, the level of uncertainty associated with each of these assumptions, and
quantify the potential effect of the uncertainty on the financial estimates.

Types of assumptions
Legislation prescribes that assumptions are required to be made and disclosed about some particular matters
including, but not limited to, the life cycle of significant assets and sources of funds for replacement of assets. Others
are identified by the Council as important to make assumptions about.
There are three types of forecasting assumptions to be prepared:
ͭ. General assumptions: assumptions that apply organisation or corporate-wide and are applicable to all or most
activities.
ͮ. Financial assumptions: assumptions that apply to all of the Council’s ‘finances’. They are usually corporate wide
in nature but relate specifically to financial matters.
ͯ. Activity assumptions: assumptions that are specific to one or some activities. Activity assumptions may include
applying general assumptions at an activity level.
Significant forecasting assumptions need to be:
• realistic,
• evidence-based - especially where assumptions are outside industry norms,
• internally consistent with other assumptions,
• applied consistently across the LTP and supporting documents (unless there is good reason not to and the
difference in treatment and reason are both explained).

Risk analysis
Having developed a set of forecasting assumptions the Council is then in a position to consider the future risks and
determine if it is willing to accept the risk or whether some means of treating the risk is necessary. That analysis is
likely to be grounded in an analysis of the impacts of certain forecasting assumptions not coming to pass, or coming
to pass in a different way or to a different extent than expected (also known as sensitivity analysis).
Risk analysis is one of the stress-tests for an LTP. If the risk analysis is pointing to significant financial or delivery risks,
it may be a sign that an aspect of the Council’s direction needs to be revisited.

Review of our financial and other general assumptions | ͮͲ͵ͱͲ͵ͮ
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Topic

Forecasting Assumption

ͭ.

Our forecast financial information includes provision for inflation. We have used
forecasts of price level changes prepared specifically for the local government sector by
Business and Economic Research Limited (BERL) to calculate the inflation rate for each
year of this plan.

Inflation [updated]

Level of
Uncertainty
Medium

The BERL forecast inflation rates were set in September ͮͬͮͬ and are listed in Figure ͭ
below. The cost adjustors are projected under three scenarios, which are consistent with
economic forecasts published by the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, the New Zealand
Treasury and BERL. The Council is using the mid-scenario considered to be a likely
outcome relevant to most regions of New Zealand.

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided
Inflation is affected by external economic factors. Our costs and the
income required to fund those costs will change by the difference
between the actual rate of inflation and the rate of inflation used in
the forecast.

Risk
That inflation will be significantly higher or lower than forecast
However, as BERL notes it is more likely that growth and
employment is lower than higher in this scenario.

We have relied on the current parameters the Reserve Bank is
required to operate under in terms of inflation being held within the
range of ͭ% to ͯ%.
A ͭ% increase in inflation would increase annual operating
expenditure by approximately ͈ͯ͵ͬ,ͬͬͬ and capital expenditure in
ͮͬͮͬ/ͮͭ by approximately ͈ͮͬͬ,ͬͬͬ.

In year one of this plan there has been no inflation applied to operational costs (with the
exception of salaries). This is considered appropriate given that the first year budget has
been prepared within six months of commencement of spend. The inflation rates used
for years ͭͭ-ͯͬ in the ͯͬ-year infrastructure strategy are the average of the rate used in
this plan for that activity over the next ͭͬ years.
ͮ.

Interest [updated]

Interest on term debt is calculated at an average of ͮ.ͳ% over the ten years. This is our
expected cost of borrowing and is based on market interest rate expectations taking into
account the proportion of our debt that is covered by fixed interest rate instruments.

Medium

Interest rates are influenced by international economic factors. We
will manage this through interest rate risk management
instruments authorised in our liability management policy for
external debt, and by using internal borrowing as much as possible.

That the interest rates will be significantly different from
those in the calculations.

ͯ.

Waka Kotahi NZ
Transport Agency

The Funding Assistance Rate (FAR) government roading subsidy is Ͳͬ% in ͮͬͮͬ/ͮͬͮͭ and
is forecast to remain at this level for the following nine years of this plan. This is based on
projections supplied by Waka Kotahi, the government funder of roading.

Medium

A ͭ% reduction in the FAR subsidy rate would amount to a
reduction in subsidy income of approximately ͈Ͳͱ,ͬͬͬ per annum.
If there is a reduction, the subsidy may not cover the cost of works
we have planned for.

That the rate of subsidy will be lower than the rates
budgeted for.

Ͱ.

Carbon credits and
liabilities [updated]

It is assumed that we will not have to purchase carbon emission units (NZUs) under the
New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme for our waste activities. No budget for the
purchase of NZUs has been provided.

Medium

The Climate Change Response Act ͮͬͬͮ now includes targets for
the reduction of biogenic methane, which includes wastewater
treatment and discharge. The first emissions budget period is ͮͬͮͮ
to ͮͬͮͱ, and will be gazetted by ͯͭ December ͮͬͮͭ. It must include
all greenhouse gases. However, the Ministry for the Environment
has advised at this point in time wastewater treatment and disposal
will not be included in the Emissions Trading Scheme.

That we will have to purchase or relinquish NZUs, which is not
budgeted for.

Medium

If the economic downturn continues and we have high levels of
unemployment and our communities ability to pay for our services
is affected, there is potential for an increase in rate defaults/
postponement applications particularly for year ͭ of this Plan.

There is more severe impact on our community’s ability to
pay than predicted.

Medium

We periodically re-value our assets. This is set out in more detail in
our accounting policies and Infrastructure Strategy. Land was last
re-valued as at ͯͬ June ͮͬͭ͵. Buildings and utility assets were last
re-valued as at ͭ July ͮͬͭͳ. Roading assets were last re-valued as at
ͭ July ͮͬͭ͵. Water, wastewater, stormwater and drainage were last
revalued ͭ July ͮͬͭͳ.The projections provide for changes in asset
valuations every three years based on capital works, retired assets
and the amount of inflation over that period of time. The value of
our assets and subsequent depreciation expense may change as a
result of changes in valuation methodologies or cost changes being
significantly different to those projected. This could lead to an
increase in rates.

That the cost of construction/replacing assets will be
significantly higher or lower than forecast by the valuations.

We assume that we will continue to replant our forestry lots, which currently earn NZUs
under the Emissions Trading Scheme. As at ͯͬ June ͮͬͮͬ, the number of NZUs held by
the Council is Ͳ,͵ͬͬ with a market value of ͈ͮʹ per unit.
ͱ.

Covid-ͭ͵ and the
economy [updated]

Measures to contain COVID-ͭ͵ in New Zealand have resulted in a severe economic
downturn. Levels of activity and employment have declined, with income and spending
consequently uncertain. Hauraki’s economy is highly dependent upon agriculture and
mining, and our tourism sector is mainly based on domestic tourism (ʹͱ%). To date
Hauraki seems to have been less affected than most of New Zealand.
However, it is assumed the unemployment rate in the district could increase from
approximately Ͱ% (pre-COVID-ͭ͵ rate) up to ͵% during the first year of this Plan. BERL
forecast unemployment slowly recovering to near ͱ% by around ͮͬͯͬ. This outlook
assumes the COVID-ͭ͵ eradication strategy is successful and a vaccine is developed
sometime in ͮͬͮͭ allowing the border to reopen and life to return to somewhat normal.

Ͳ.

Revaluation of assets

It is assumed that the value of our assets will be consistent with the valuations
conducted.

Review of our financial and other general assumptions ͮ
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Level of
Uncertainty
Low

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided
Vested assets can fluctuate considerably from year to year but the
impact is ordinarily offset by a proportionate increase in rates
revenue. It is highly unusual that we would enter into an
arrangement with a developer where the ongoing costs associated
with the vested assets are disproportionate to the increase in rates
revenue.

Sources of funds will be obtained as detailed in our revenue and financing policy. The
policy also includes the sources of funds for future replacement of significant assets, and
both operational and capital expenditure (the latter of which is primarily through
borrowing).

Low

There is little risk that sources of funds will not be achieved given
our ability to levy rates. The main risk concerns capital
expenditure, as that is primarily funded through borrowing. If we
aren’t able to borrow to the levels forecast than this could affect
the timing or viability of our capital works programme.

That we will not be able to fund our planned work
programme.

The Local Government Funding Agency will continue to be able to raise funds from
capital markets providing us access to more favourable loan funding.

Low

A significant amount of the capital funding is sourced from
overseas capital markets. There is a risk that access to these
markets may become restricted.

That the Local Government Funding Agency no longer has
access to capital markets.

Topic

Forecasting Assumption

ͳ.

Vested assets, being
the assets the Council
receives and becomes
responsible for.

We have forecast that we will receive a minimal, but certain level of vested assets. We
also assume that the impact of vested assets will be neutral, in that the costs associated
with the additional assets will be offset by a proportionate increase in rates revenue.

ʹ.

Funding sources

Risk
That we will have more assets vested thereby increasing the
depreciation expense in subsequent years that is not offset
by a proportionate increase in rates revenue.

The financial effect of the Local Government Funding Agency not
being able to access capital markets would be less favourable loan
options being available to us.
͵.

Capital expenditure

On average, costs of major capital works will not vary significantly from costs estimated
at the concept stage, subject to general inflation trends.

Medium in
years one to
three of this
plan, but
higher
further out.

We have a higher level of confidence regarding the costs of capital
projects in the short-term but less certainty in the longer term. This
is due to possible fluctuations in the economy, growth patterns,
regulatory requirements, etc.

That some capital project costs are greater or lesser than
estimated resulting in increased or reduced debt levels from
those forecast.

ͭͬ. Asset Life

It is assumed the useful lives of our assets as recorded in our asset management plans
approximate reality.

Medium

If an asset were to fail or wear out significantly earlier than its
estimated life capital projects could be brought forward which
would affect interest costs. Depreciation expense may also
increase.

Asset life is based upon estimates by actual performance,
industry standards and valuers and is considered reasonably
accurate. However, we are in the process of improving our
level and accuracy of asset data for core infrastructure
recognising the current information could be improved.

ͭͭ. Development
contribution and/or
financial contribution
revenue
ͭͮ. Ngatea North
Subdivision [New
assumption]

We will implement our development contribution policy effective from ͭ July ͮͬͮͬ. We
will have legacy financial contributions as well during the life of this Plan.

Low

Revenue from financial contributions will be considered on a case
by case basis. Revenue from development contributions has been
included as part of this long term planning process.

If less revenue is collected from development contributions
then forecast, the cost of the additional capacity will fall to
existing ratepayers.

We will be able to sell the council owned lots in the Ngatea North subdivision at market
price.

Low

That the construction costs for the development of stage Ͱ
of the Ngatea North subdivision are not recovered once
sections sell.

ͭͯ. Infrastructure
insurance

We have sufficient insurance to replace our infrastructure assets in the event of a
disaster.

Medium

If the residential market suffers a downturn and section prices fall,
then the Council would hold the sections until the market
improved. This will result in Council debt being up to ͈ͰM higher
than forecast until the sections are sold.
We manage the financial risk associated with natural disasters
through the provision of insurance up to the current replacement
value. Central government currently covers anything above this
amount.

ͭͰ. Population growth
[updated to include
narrative on high
growth scenario as
included in the
Infrastructure
Strategy.]

For the life of this plan (ͮͬͮͭ-ͮͬͯͭ), we have decided to plan using the medium growth
scenario for the district, as opposed to the high growth scenario. This is because of the
COVID-ͭ͵ border closures and the uncertainty about what that means for national net
migration figures. The assumption is population growth will continue in the district,
however at a slower rate than between ͮͬͭͯ and ͮͬͭʹ, which was at an average rate of
ͮ.Ͱ% per annum.

Medium

Should the population be less than expected this may have an
effect on our income if this trend is coupled with less rating units
than projected. The financial effect would likely mean a rise in rates
due to a smaller number of rateable properties.

There is a chance the population growth projected in this
plan may be lower than anticipated. This could occur due to
lower than forecast net migration or a lower than
anticipated birth rate and higher death rate.
There is less risk that we will experience more growth than
projected in the first three years of this Plan because
COVID-ͭ͵ border closures means New Zealand is likely to
experience minimal net migration for several years.
However, more New Zealanders may move to the regions in
search of more affordable lifestyles meaning we still
experience some net migration as a District.

Under the medium growth scenario, it is projected the usually resident population of the
Hauraki District at ͭ June ͮͬͮͭ will be ͮͭ,ͱͮͬ. It is projected our population will reach
ͮͮ,ͳͱͬ by ͮͬͯͭ. That is an increase of ͭ,ͮͮͲ people, or a population increase of ͱ.Ͳ% over
the ten-year period of this plan. The average annual increase is ͭͲͱ people or ͬ.ͱ%

We believe there is no risk of overinvesting if we base our planning
on the medium or high projections, given the two scenarios are not
significantly different.

Treasury signalled a review of the level of financial
assistance that the Government provides to local
authorities after a natural disaster in ͮͬͭʹ. Although is still
on the agenda is not a current priority of Treasury. A
discussion paper is on hold until more certainty from
Treasury is provided while this plan is developed.

Review of our financial and other general assumptions ͯ
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Level of
Uncertainty

Forecasting Assumption

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided

growth per annum. Growth will continue to be driven predominantly by net migration
(people moving into the district).

Risk
In the longer term (ͮͬͯͭ-ͮͬͱͭ), there is a risk that the
district may not experience as much population growth as
projected. The medium growth scenario projects a plateau
of growth around ͮͬͯͭ, then a slow decline in population at
a rate of -ͬ.ͯ% per annum.

In the longer term, ͮͬͯͭ-ͮͬͱͭ, we have undertaken our infrastructure planning based on
the high growth scenario, because we believe people from other areas in New Zealand
will continue to move to our district and international net migration will recover. We do
not want to underinvest in our infrastructure. We need to be able to readily cater for this
growth.
Under the high growth scenario, the district population will be approximately ͮͰ,ͮͬͬ in
ͮͬͱͭ. That is an increase of ͭ,Ͱͱͬ people over the twenty years from ͮͬͯͭ-ͮͬͱͭ. In years
ͭͭ-ͯͬ of our infrastructure strategy, the population increase by an average of ͳͯ people
per year, or ͬ.ͮ% growth per annum.
ͭͱ. Household size

The average household size (number of people living in a house) has decreased from ͮ.ͱ
persons in ͮͬͬͲ to ͮ.ͯ persons in ͮͬͮͭ. This trend is projected to continue and further
decrease to ͮ.ͮ persons by ͮͬͯͭ.

Low

The average household size is projected to continue to decline to ͮ.ͭ persons per
household by ͮͬͱͭ.

ͭͲ. Demographic age
distribution for our
District

By ͮͬͮͭ, it is estimated that ͮͲ% of the population of our district will be aged Ͳͱ+ years.
Our district is likely to have an increasingly ageing population with ͯͱ% of the population
aged Ͳͱ+ by ͮͬͯͭ and Ͱͬ% aged Ͳͱ+ by ͮͬͱͭ.

If the rate of household size declines faster than anticipated, this
could result in more infrastructure costs if additional dwellings are
required. However, the extra costs would likely be off-set by
additional rating units.
With less people living in each dwelling, rates affordability could
become an issue.

Low

The main financial effect would likely be on rates affordability due
to a larger percentage of the population being on a fixed income.

The table below shows previous and projected age-distribution:

ͭͳ. Rating Unit Growth
[updated to include
high scenario
statement]

Age

ͮͬͬͲ

ͮͬͮͭ

ͮͬͯͭ

ͮͬͱͭ

ͬ-ͭͰ

ͮͮ%

ͭʹ%

ͭͳ%

ͭͱ%

ͭͱ-ͯ͵

ͮͲ%

ͮͯ%

ͮͬ%

ͭ͵%

Ͱͬ-ͲͰ

ͯͱ%

ͯͮ%

ͮʹ%

ͮͱ%

Ͳͱ+

ͭͳ%

ͮͲ%

ͯͱ%

Ͱͬ%

For the life of this plan (ͮͬͮͭ-ͮͬͯͭ), we have decided to plan using the medium growth
scenario for the district, as opposed to the high growth scenario. In ͮͬͮͭ it is projected
our district will have ͭͭ,ͭͮͳ rating units. Over the ten-year period of this plan it is
projected that the number of rateable units will increase by an average of ͵ͬ per annum,
reaching ͭͭ,ʹ͵ͭ by ͮͬͯͭ. The total number of rating units has been forecast for each year
of this plan as follows:
ͮͬͮͭ/ͮͮ

ͭͭ,ͭͮͳ

ͮͬͮͲ/ͮͳ ͭͭ,ͲͰ͵

ͮͬͮͮ/ͮͯ

ͭͭ,ͮͰͳ

ͮͬͮͳ/ͮʹ ͭͭ,ͳͮͳ

ͮͬͮͯ/ͮͰ ͭͭ,ͯͱͱ

ͮͬͮʹ/ͮ͵ ͭͭ,ͳ͵ͬ

ͮͬͮͰ/ͮͱ

ͭͭ,ͰͲͬ

ͮͬͮ͵/ͯͬ ͭͭ,ʹͰͰ

ͮͬͮͱ/ͮͲ ͭͭ,ͱͱ͵

ͮͬͯͬ/ͯͭ ͭͭ,ʹ͵ͭ

In the longer term, ͮͬͯͭ-ͮͬͱͭ, we have undertaken our infrastructure planning based on
the high growth scenario. By ͮͬͱͭ, it is projected that the number of rating units in our
district will reach ͭͯ,ͮͮͮ. That is an annual average increase of ͲͲ rating units per year in
years ͭͭ-ͯͬ of our Infrastructure Strategy.

The decrease in household size occurs sooner than expected
or is greater than expected. This would be driven
predominantly by an aging population where it is more
likely elderly people will be living in single person
households. An increase in single parent families can also
contribute to a declining household size.

Aging population trends continue to be forecast by
Statistics New Zealand for the provinces of New Zealand.
There is a risk the age distribution of our district could be
older than projected if a greater number of people aged
Ͳͱ+, and fewer families with children, move to the district
than anticipated.
There is less risk the age distribution will be younger than
anticipated.

Medium

The main financial impacts are increased/decreased rate funding
from rating units. If rating unit growth is less than that projected
there may be a period where the costs associated with certain
infrastructure capital expenditure needs to be meet by less
projected rateable units. Higher than projected rateable units could
put pressure on the provision of certain infrastructure.

Rating unit growth is driven by the economy, population
growth and other changes in demographics and lifestyle
patterns. There is a risk that the growth in the number of
rating units will be less than forecast, particularly if our
district experiences less population growth than expected.
This is because the growth in rating units closely follows the
growth trend in the number of dwellings in our district. In
ͮͬͮͭ residential and residential lifestyle properties account
for ͳͳ% of the rating units in our district. In ͮͬͱͭ, ͳͭ% of the
rating units are projected to be residential and residential
lifestyle properties. This is due to less demand for holidays
homes in the district and a slowing in the demand for new
dwellings associated with the decrease in population after
ͮͬͯͭ. COVID-ͭ͵ lockdowns may also have a slowing effect
on the economy, leading to less commercial and rating unit
growth.
In the longer term (ͮͬͯͭ-ͮͬͱͭ), there is a risk that the
district may not experience as much rating unit growth as
projected. Under the medium growth scenario, the number
of rating units in our district is projected to reach ͭͮ,ͯͬ͵.
That is an average annual increase of ͮͭ rating units per
year in years ͭͭ-ͯͬ of our Infrastructure Strategy.
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Topic

Forecasting Assumption

ͭʹ. Dwelling forecasts
[updated to include
high scenario
statement]

For the life of this plan (ͮͬͮͭ-ͮͬͯͭ), we have decided to plan using the medium growth
scenario for the district, as opposed to the high growth scenario. In ͮͬͮͭ it is projected
the Hauraki District will have ͭͬ,ͮͮͬ dwellings. It is projected to have ͭͬ,͵͵ͬ dwellings in
ͮͬͯͭ, an increase of ͳͳ dwellings per annum. ͭͬ% of those dwellings are unoccupied and
this remains constant over the ten-year period of this plan due to a lack of demand for
holiday homes.
In the longer term, ͮͬͯͭ-ͮͬͱͭ, we have undertaken our infrastructure planning based on
the high growth scenario. By ͮͬͱͭ, it is projected that our district will have ͭͭ,ʹͮͬ
dwellings. That is an annual average increase of Ͱͭ dwellings per year in years ͭͭ-ͯͬ of
our Infrastructure Strategy.

Level of
Uncertainty
Medium

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided
If growth in dwelling numbers is less than projected there may be a
period where there are less connections to our services and less
properties paying for the costs associated with providing those
services and associated infrastructure.
Higher than projected dwelling numbers could put pressure on the
provision of certain infrastructure.

Risk
A growth in dwelling numbers can be driven by an increase
in population and/or a demand for holiday homes. It can
also occur if more homes are needed to house less people
per dwelling e.g. because of an aging population or higher
couple separation rates. There is a risk the growth in the
number of dwellings will be less than projected, particularly
if our district experiences less population growth than
expected. There is less risk that we will experience higher
growth in dwelling numbers than projected in the next ten
years when compared with our historical trends. From ͮͬͬͭ
– ͮͬͭͲ our district had on average ʹͱ new residential
dwellings per year.
In the longer term (ͮͬͯͭ-ͮͬͱͭ), there is a risk that the
district may not experience as much rating unit growth as
projected. Under the medium growth scenario it is
projected that our district will have ͭͬ,ͳͬͬ dwellings by
ͮͬͱͭ. That is an average decrease of ͭͱ dwellings per year in
years ͭͭ-ͯͬ of the Infrastructure Strategy.

ͭ͵. Costs associated with
provision of services

ͮͬ. Delivery of three
waters [updated]

Services will continue to be delivered at the forecast costs in this plan.

We will continue to deliver drinking water, wastewater and stormwater services.
However, the government has signalled a possible reform that would remove the water,
wastewater and stormwater activities and assets from councils, and transfer them to a
new entity. If this was to occur, it could happen in ͮͬͮͯ or later. It is likely the income,
expenses, assets and debt for these activities will be transferred.

Medium

Medium

External influences may impact on the forecast costs of the service
levels in this plan. For example, inflation, legislative changes, a
skilled labour shortage. Alternatively, a more efficient method of
delivering the same level of service may be implemented.
If the cost to provide the forecast levels of service was to change
significantly then we would review the timing and amount of work
programmed and undertaken. The financial effect is difficult to
predict.
If the Council no longer delivered the three waters it would mean a
substantial change to financial estimates. As at the start of the LTP
the forecast value of the assets that would be transferred is ͈ͭͰͭ
million. The debt that would be transferred is ͈ͮͮ million. The
annual cost of providing the three waters activities is ͈ͭͯ.ͱ million,
while Council receives about ͈ͭͮ.Ͳ million of income annually. This
is ͮʹ% of council’s income.
We estimate that about ͯͲ staff would no longer be employed by
Council in our community. The annual overheads that relate to the
three waters activity are about ͈ͮ.ͮ million. We estimate that
͈ͳͬͬ,ͬͬͬ of this would not be able to be transferred to any new
entity and would remain with Council. This cost would likely result
in an average overall rates increase of ͯ%.

That the service may not be able to be delivered in the same
manner, which could impact the cost of providing the same
level of service.
That costs are increased significantly by commodity prices
or economic conditions putting costs above the forecast
level of inflation.

This loss of income means that Council will not be able to
recover some of its support costs from these activities.
Some of these costs will be reduced, however some are
fixed and this will leave our remaining activities to bear a
greater burden of these costs.
We usually have some lead in time to implement new
services in which case the implications for financial
estimates and our capacity to continue delivering services
can be identified and considered through an annual
planning, long term planning or long term plan amendment
process.

ͮͭ. Environmental
Protection Subsidy
[new assumption]

The Government has enacted a suite of legislative and regulation changes to improve the
current management of freshwater. Subsequently, we are now forecasting future capital
works of ͈Ͱͭ million over the next ten years to again upgrade our wastewater treatment
plants. Due to the high deprivation in our communities, we have assumed that central
government will contribute ͱͬ% of the costs of these upgrades to make it affordable for
Hauraki communities.

High

If no subsidy is received then Council will have to borrow an
additional ͈ͮͬ million for projects. This cost would likely result in an
average overall rates increase of ͮ%. This increase in debt reduces
the margin between Council’s borrowing and its debt cap. This
reduces Council’s ability to borrow for other capital works forecast
beyond the ten year life of this plan.

That the subsidy we receive is lower than assumed.

ͮͮ. Range and nature of
services

Our current range and nature of services will remain unchanged from those detailed in
this plan and other assumptions.

Medium

The requirement to undertake new services or meet new
regulations are sometimes hard to determine in advance, but could
be significant in terms of affecting our capacity to deliver our
services.

That central government will allocate responsibility for
additional services to local government, and/or the Waikato
Regional Council will allocate responsibility for additional
services or standards to local government in the Waikato
Region that requires immediate addressing and affects our
capacity to deliver.

We usually have some lead in time to implement new services in
which case the implications for financial estimates and our capacity
to continue delivering services can be identified and considered
through an annual planning, long term planning or long term plan
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Level of
Uncertainty

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided
amendment process. We also use that process to consider and
respond to community-driven demand for changes to services.

We will continue to deliver services associated with the Resource Management Act ͭ͵͵ͭ
such as developing policy (district planning) and implementing rules and regulations
(processing resource consents, monitoring and enforcement).

Medium

The initial indication is the overall transition process would be
completed within ͭͬ years. This will give us time to determine the
effects on the organisation once more is known.

That the conditions of infrastructure resource consents held by us will be altered over
time due to increasing water discharge quality standards and also because of possible
increased competition for the allocation of water.

Low
(discharges)

This low level of uncertainty means that we have confidence in the
need to allocate financial resources for meeting new consent
conditions. Changes to wastewater discharge consent standards
will result in the need for the upgrading of our wastewater
treatment plants, other requirements may result in the need for
more of our infrastructure to be upgraded to meet higher
standards. Upgrades to stormwater treatment before discharge
may also be required. The increase in financial resources needed
will impact on the Council’s ability to continue providing services
within existing budget levels. There remains a level of uncertainty
of the quantum and timing of some infrastructure spent.
The financial effects of over allocation of water bodies may be
significant and require upgrades and/or new water treatment
facilities, however the potential costs cannot be forecast.
Additional affects could be the potential to restrict development
due to the inability to gain additional water allocation.

Topic

Forecasting Assumption

ͮͯ. Resource
Management Act
reform [updated]

ͮͰ. Resource consents
for water discharges
and takes

The Waikato Regional Council has advised that water bodies in our district are already
close to over allocation and that it will be more difficult to obtain new resource consents
required for water takes to allow for future growth. The potential implications resulting
from changes to allocation of water to our district could include:
•
the amount of water we can take,
•
our ability to accommodate population and industrial growth,
•
additional requirements for monitoring and management of water allocations.
Medium
(Takes)

ͮͱ. Operating
environment

That conditions of resource consents require higher
compliance standards requiring the development of
additional infrastructure.
That new water take resource consents will be more difficult
to obtain.

Medium

The budgets are included in year five of the LTP to start designs
and construction on plant upgrades to be compliant in year ͭͬ of
the consent.

That if we are required to comply earlier than expected
there will not be sufficient budgets in earlier years and
require prioritising the upgrades over other community
needs.

There will be no significant changes to our operating environment, which have not
already been planned for.

Medium

Due to climatic variation and unforeseen natural disasters there is
an increased chance of events changing the operating environment
in our district. However, we have faced unexpected events in the
past, and coped adequately. There are risk management plans in
place for some activities and an operative emergency management
plan.

That there will be event(s), e.g. natural disasters and/or
legislative reform that significantly affect our ability to
operate or change the operating environment.

The Hauraki Collective Treaty Settlement Deed will include provision for an iwi driven
authority responsible for developing a strategic vision and direction for natural resource
issues in the Waihou and Piako River catchments and the Coromandel catchments.

Low

Medium

ͮͳ. Hauraki collective
and individual
Hauraki Iwi Treaty
settlements

The Council may not be delivering these services in the
future. The Randerson Report recommends replacing the
Resource Management Act ͭ͵͵ͭ with three Acts. There
would be a mandatory plan for each region combining
Regional Policy Statements, regional and district plans.
New regional hubs would be established to undertake
resource management, compliance, monitoring and
enforcement.
Additional new or revised legislation, national policy
statements, national environmental standards and regional
plan changes (the development of the healthy rivers plan
change programme) will require changes to activities and
service levels not provided for in this plan. Unless otherwise
noted, we do not know what changes will be initiated, and
of those that we do, what the changes will involve.

That Waikato Regional Council will allow ͭͬ years for Council to comply with the new
consent conditions for the wastewater treatment plants.

Medium

ͮͲ. Waihou and Piako
River catchments
post-Treaty
settlement Authority

Risk

These settlements will identify areas of land that have particular cultural, spiritual,
historical and traditional association for iwi and that the settlement legislation will
require policy makers and consent authorities to acknowledge these associations
and provide input from those affected iwi. Settlements will also trigger mechanisms
which allow iwi to be partners with Council in decision making.

Low

Legislative reform is covered in a separate assumption but can
potentially cause significant changes to our operating environment
and budgets.
Assets are unlikely to be lost other than through planned end of life
renewal. Therefore, the financial effect is difficult to predict, but we
do carry comprehensive insurance cover on infrastructural and
community assets (refer also to insurance assumption).

That there will be significant asset losses.

We will need to make additional funding commitments to allow us
to work with post settlement authority with shared governance and
responsibility of the Waihou and Piako river catchments.

That the Council is not prepared financially or have capacity
to be ready to engage with the river catchment authority
once it is established.

We may need to make additional funding commitments to meet
delivery costs over time should central government not provide
funding.

That central government does not provide funding to
support the ongoing costs of the river catchment authority
once it is established.

We will need to update policy protocols and consenting processes
and procedures within Council to be ready to incorporate Maori
world views into decision making.

That Council is not prepared and processes and procedures
are not in place to incorporate Maori world views into
decision making.
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Topic

Forecasting Assumption

ͮʹ. Asset information

Performance, condition and age data for assets is assumed to be accurate.

ͮ͵. Land use

There is land zoned to cater for the forecasted residential property growth in our district,
however that land is not being made available now to meet the demand. Further
residential areas are being investigated in Paeroa and Waihi to support sufficient land
being made available.

ͯͬ. Natural disaster
events

Level of
Uncertainty
Medium

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided
The forecast financial information is based on current asset
management plan information. When any new information comes
to hand, forecast financial information will be changed. The net
effect overall may not be significant.

Asset data results over-estimate or under-estimate the
need for renewal or replacement and its cost.

Medium

If projected residential growth does not eventuate due to shortage
in zoned land availability and uptake, we will have less connections
to our services and less revenue in the short term.

If we experience more population growth in certain areas
than planned for, there may not be sufficient land zoned in
that particular area.

In some areas of the district there is insufficient land zoned to accommodate industrial
and/or commercial growth. There is a proposed Plan Change being developed which will
include land proposed to be rezoned for industrial purpose in Waihi and Paeroa.
Additional land was zoned for commercial purposes in the recent District Plan review in
both Paeroa and Waihi.

Medium

There are no significant local natural disasters during the term of this plan.

Medium

It is likely any significant natural disaster would have impacts on the
current planned expenditure within this plan. It is difficult to predict
the likely financial impact of a significant natural disaster; however,
we are a member of the Local Authority Protection Programme
Disaster Fund (LAPP) which is a cash accumulation mutual pool
created by local authorities to cater for the replacement of
underground infrastructure following catastrophic damage by
natural disaster. We also receive a large subsidy on our roads and
bridges.

That a natural disaster occurs that has significant impact on
our infrastructure and our ability to deliver services. There
are adverse effects on the population and/or local economy
from the adverse effects of a natural disaster.

Medium

Changes to insurance offerings could result in additional hardship
following extreme events and have significant flow-on effects for
New Zealand society including loss of peace of mind, displacement
of communities, changes in business investment and household
consumption, fiscal risks to the Government, and financial system
instability.

Medium

Where the impacts of climate change have a potential implication
for our services, options for adaptation will be identified and a
planned programme will be prepared.

That private property and assets are insurable, due to
ongoing sea-level rise and extreme weather events. Insurers
may retreat from an area of New Zealand following a
climate event, either in that location or in another New
Zealand location. Because most of New Zealand’s insurance
providers are international, retreat may also be hastened by
another country’s experiences, which convince them that
risk profiles have changed because of sea-level rise or other
climatic changes.
There is a risk that the predictions on climate change as
provided by the International Panel on Climate Change and
the MfE are over or under estimated.

That all property in the district will continue to be insurable.
Projected changes in the frequency and intensity of the acute hazards people and
organisations insure against, such as flood, fire, storm-surge, landslide, hailstorm and
tsunami, are causing the insurance industry to change premiums, develop new insurance
offerings and adjust availability. These changes are likely to affect many insurance
markets, most significantly, the home insurance market.

ͯͮ. Climate Change
[updated]

We undertake land use planning and design our infrastructure taking into account
climate change projections and the risk of increased climate change related weather
events. Climate change will affect our district over the medium to long term in line with
projections provided by the Ministry for the Environment (MfE) for the Waikato Region.
These projections include:
ͭ. Higher temperatures – Compared to ͭ͵͵ͱ, temperatures are likely to be ͬ.ͳ˚C to
ͭ.ͭ˚C warmer by ͮͬͰͬ (depending on the emission scenario) and ͬ.ͳ˚C to ͯ.ͭ˚C
warmer by ͮͬ͵ͬ. By ͮͬ͵ͬ, the Waikato is projected to have from ͭͬ to Ͳͬ extra days
per year where maximum temperatures exceed ͮͱ˚C. The number of frosts could
decrease by around ͱ to ͭͯ days per year in Waikato.
ͮ. Rainfall - Rainfall will vary locally within the region. The largest changes will be for
particular seasons rather than annually. Winter rainfall in Ruakura and Taupo is
projected to increase by Ͱ to ʹ per cent, while spring rainfall is projected to decrease
by up to Ͳ per cent. The Waikato is not expected to experience a significant change
in the frequency of extreme rain days as a result of climate change. For planning
purposes we will use the two upper climate scenarios, radiation concentration
pathways (RCP) Ͳ.ͬ and ʹ.ͱ, when modelling rainfall scenarios.
ͯ. Wind - The frequency of extremely windy days is likely to decrease by ͮ to ͯ per
cent. There may be an increase in westerly wind flow during winter, and northeasterly wind flow during summer.

Economic growth and industrial growth slows, resulting in
less or delayed demand for industrial and commercial land.
Alternatively, private land is zoned as industrial or
commercial use but the owner/s do not want to subdivide
and sell it meaning we do not have capacity for future
growth.

The district is classified as a medium risk area for earthquakes, as outlined in the Building
Act ͮͬͬͰ. Therefore, there is a medium risk of an earthquake affecting our district. In
extreme weather events there is also a risk that rainfall events and stopbank overtopping
will result in flooding and inundation of land/property and our infrastructure. Currently it
is believed there is a low risk that a tsunami event/tidal surge will directly affect the
coastline around the Firth of Thames and/or Whiritoa.

ͯͭ. Climate Change and
insurance [updated]

We are not yet certain on when uptake of land zoned for
development will occur and therefore when infrastructure
investment will be needed. Our financial forecasts would change if
we do not have adequate financial or development contributions to
fund this investment.
If projected industrial and commercial growth does not eventuate
due to shortage in zoned land availability and uptake, we will have
less connections to our services and less revenue in the short term.

Risk

The additional operating and capital expenditure that is likely to be
required falls outside the ten year life of this plan. We have
identified projects in years ͭͭ-ͯͬ of our Infrastructure Strategy that
will be required as a result of the impacts of climate change. We will
need to balance the needs and expectations of our community so it
is able to finance the forecast costs for addressing climate change.

There is a risk the impacts of climate change for Council
activities will be more significant than planned for. It is
unlikely the risk will be lower than planned for.

At this stage, assessing the financial implications of adapting to
the effects of climate change are ongoing. They will be refined in
subsequent plans as investigations are progressed.
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Forecasting Assumption
Ͱ.

ͱ.

Level of
Uncertainty

Potential effects of that uncertainty on the financial estimates
provided

Risk

Storms – Future changes in the frequency of storms are likely to be small compared
to natural inter-annual variability. Some increase in storm intensity, local wind
extremes and thunderstorms is likely to occur. The frequency of ex-tropical cyclones
is projected to either decrease or remain unchanged over the ͮͭst century; however
the ex-tropical cyclones will likely be stronger and cause more damage as a result of
heavy rain and strong winds.
Sea-level rise – the ͮͬͭͳ MfE guidance on Coastal Hazards and Climate Change for
New Zealand has four sea-level rise scenarios. The sea-level rise projections range
from ͬ.ͱͱm – ͭ.ͯͲm sea-level rise by ͮͭͮͬ. For land using planning purposes, we will
use the high scenario of ͭ.ͯͲm.

What does this mean for the Hauraki District and Waikato Region:
• Drought – By ͮͬ͵ͬ, the time spent in drought is likely to increase. More frequent
droughts are likely to lead to water shortages and increased risk of wild fires.
• Flooding – More heavy rainfall will increase the risk of inland flooding in the west of
the region and in river catchments in the Coromandel. The MfE guidance on Coastal
Hazards and Climate Change notes by ͮͬͱͬ–ͮͬͳͬ, extreme coastal water levels that
are currently expected to be reached or exceeded only once every ͭͬͬ years (on
average) will occur at least once per year or more (on average).
• Rising sea levels and storm surge will increase the risk of salt-water intrusion in lowlying coastal areas.
• Erosion and landslides – More frequent and intense heavy rainfall events are likely to
lead to more erosion and landslides.
• Tropical diseases may become established in areas where they currently do not
exist.
• Biosecurity – Warmer, wetter conditions (particularly in the south and west of the
region) could increase the risk of invasive pests and weeds.
• Agriculture – Warmer temperatures, a longer growing season and fewer frosts could
provide opportunities to grow new crops. Farmers might benefit from faster growth
of pasture and better crop growing conditions. However, these benefits may be
limited by negative effects of climate change such as prolonged drought, reduced
water availability, increased flood risk, or greater frequency and intensity of storms.
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Figure ͭ: Local Government Cost (Inflation) Adjustors, BERL mid-scenario, % change on year earlier and Statistics New Zealand Producer Price Indices and Labour Cost Index that BERL considers to comprise the costs of local governments

Year Ending

Planning &
Regulation

Roading

Transport

Community
Activities

Water &
Environment

June ͮͬͭ͵

ͯ.ͮ

ͮ.ͯ

ͮ.ʹ

ͮ.ͬ

ͯ.ʹ

June ͮͬͮͬ

ͭ.ͳ

ͭ.͵

ͭ.ʹ

ͭ.ͳ

ͮ.ͱ

PPI Inputs Arts
and recreation

PPI Inputs –
water, sewer,
drainage, and
waste services

ͯ.Ͳ

ͮ.ͯ

Ͱ.͵

ͭ.ͱ

Ͱ.ͳ

All salary and
wage rates –
Local
government
sector
ͭ.ʹ

ͭ.Ͳ

ͭ.ͯ

ͮ.͵

ͮ.ͭ

ͮ.ͮ

ͮ.ͮ

ͮ.ͮ

PPI Inputs Local
Government
administration

CGI –
Earthmoving and
site work

CGI - Pipelines

Private Sector Wages

ͮ.ͬ
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ͭ.ͱ
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ͭ.ͳ
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TO
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PORTFOLIO HOLDER/S The Mayor
MEETING DATE

Wednesday 16 December 2020

SUBJECT

Communication Business Improvement Opportunities

RECOMMENDATION | TE WHAIKUPU
THAT the report be received.
THAT the Council proceed with option 3 – Transition from print to digital and develop our own
two-way communication platforms.

1

SUMMARY | TE WHAKARĀPOPOTANGA

While our communication goals haven’t changed significantly in the past four years, there’s
been a huge shift in the media landscape and in the way our customers are choosing to
communicate with us, and with each other. Covid-19 has accelerated this shift and created an
opportunity to change our communication approach in order to stay relevant, keep up with our
customer expectations, and achieve our strategy goal of improving trust and reputation. The
pandemic has forced many people who may have resisted previously, to embrace technology
and accelerated the pace of digital transformation in most businesses. We won’t go back from
here, and to meet our customer expectations we need to put the foot down on digital plans we
were already working on.
Changes to community newspapers make it timely to reassess our print advertising spend and
look at investing more in our own digital channels and platforms to reduce our reliance on
mainstream media.
This report also identifies other challenges facing local government communicators such as
apathy and lack of trust. It draws on research from the entertainment industry that shows
audiences are no longer content to sit by and passively watch - they want to be challenged and
involved in the story. Moving away from `sending out stuff’ and traditional media will free up
intellectual capacity and allow the communications team to utilise their creative strengths and
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focus more on creating bold and compelling content people want to engage with. We also know
from the research that shifting our focus from telling to listening is the best way to improve
trust and reputation.
After analysing the facts and information in this report, we’re recommending a radical change
to our communications approach. This would mean discontinuing all of our regular print
advertising in favour of digital options. This doesn’t mean we wouldn’t use print advertising at
all, it would still be used where appropriate in more targeted ways. However, we would no
longer publish our regular HDC News pages. Money saved would be invested in engaging a
consulting company to help us optimise our user experiences, further develop our own
platforms, and reduce customer enquiries via walk-ins, phone and email.
This would have the added benefit of freeing up staff intellectual capacity to create bold and
compelling content people want to engage with, as well as creating an ‘architecture of
listening’ within the organisation to help us reach our goal of improving trust and reputation.

2

PURPOSE | TE ARONGA

To discuss communications during the Covid-19 response and provide analysis, conclusions,
and recommendations for what business improvement opportunities we can embed into our
business as usual to improve our performance in communication and engagement throughout
the organisation. Our communication strategy is due for review next year but we are
addressing our communication goals and objectives now, in the short term. This is to take
advantage of the opportunities for meaningful change presented by Covid, and to maintain
strategic alignment with our organisational vision, particularly around community wellbeing. In
particular, we want to look at the role of traditional media and changes in the media
landscape.

3

BACKGROUND | TE KŌRERO Ā MUA

The pandemic and resulting lockdown was unprecedented and as such, it has provided some
unique insights into the effectiveness of our communications that wouldn’t otherwise have
been possible. Rather than revert to the way we did things before Covid, there is an
opportunity to learn from our experiences and make some positive changes and improvements
to our communications and engagement practices.
Covid 19 has accelerated many of the trends we were already seeing for a number of years –
particularly the shift from the physical world to the digital one and the pace that businesses
are undergoing digital transformation. We won’t go back from here, and to meet our customer
expectations it’s timely to put the foot down on digital plans we were already working on.

3.1

Our communications strategy – where we have come from

In 2016, the council employed a full time communications officer. One of the first tasks of the
communications officer was to work with elected members and management to develop a
communications strategy for the organisation. At that time, improving reputation and trust was
the organisation’s top communications priority.
Four years on in 2020, the communications function has grown to a team of three full time
equivalent staff members. The team has progressed many actions in the communications
strategy and laid the foundations for further development in this area.
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Our communications strategy – what we know

Our communication strategy focuses on improving council’s reputation and gaining more trust
within our communities.
Our communication goal is that:
“Council is an effective, trustworthy organisation that listens to its customers and models
strong leadership”
A number of objectives support this goal:
1. Council is known for excellence in engagement and communication
This objective acknowledges that effective communication does not `just happen’ and that for
an organisation to communicate well requires a consistent effort from everyone to stick to
standards, processes, policies and principles.
2. Council communication is consistent, compelling, and professional
This is about ensuring consistency and professionalism in all our communication. It’s about
building capabilities to keep pace with our audience needs eg. Te reo, images and video, plain
English and storytelling. It’s about being creative and bold and delivering communication
people want to engage with.
3. Council’s role is well understood, and its accomplishments are recognised
This objective is the responsibility of all management. It’s about identifying opportunities for
recognition from existing work projects and telling those stories.
4. Staff are proud to work here
Staff are one of the most important influencers of council’s reputation. This objective involves
developing a robust internal communication strategy, and celebrating staff success.

3.3

Council aspirations

Through individual discussions, the Our Place engagement project and numerous workshops
with the Council, we feel we’ve developed a good understanding of Councils’ goals and
aspirations around communication and engagement.
In a nutshell we’ve heard:
1. Improving trust and reputation is still a major focus
The Council has expressed a desire to do more to “tell our story” so people understand what
we do.
2. Building relationships with Hauraki Māori and engaging effectively with local Iwi, Marae,
and Tangata is a high priority
We need to learn new ways to engage that work for Māori, particularly now the Treaty
Settlement process is ending and there will be a shift of focus and energy to other matters,
such as local projects.
3. Encouraging new ways of community engagement and early participation in decisionmaking is a high priority
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The council has expressed an interest in taking a fresh approach to community engagement.
In particular, they liked the community-led approach taken by Central Hawkes Bay District
Council through its Project Thrive.
4. Council wants to stay in touch with its communities and ensure people are aware of
support and opportunities that are available
Council has a role to play in ensuring relevant information is available, accessible and
disseminated among all sectors of our communities.
5. There is a desire to create behavioural change through targeted education campaigns such
as education around waste minimisation and recycling.
Council has a role to play in encouraging certain behaviours in its communities in the interest
of public safety, wellbeing, and the protection of the environment.

3.4

Other things to consider

Changes to community newspapers
Following the Alert Level Four Lockdown there have been some significant changes to our
community newspapers. These include:
 Waihi Leader incorporating Coastal News has rebranded its masthead to the HaurakiCoromandel Post (HC Post). This rebrand includes a change in the distribution area of
the paper to include Tairua, Whangamata, Waihi, Paeroa, Hauraki Plains and
surrounding areas. The HC Post is published weekly on Thursday.
HC Post is owned by NZME, which also publishes Bay of Plenty Times and NZ Herald.
This gives us access to these websites and options for geo-targeted digital campaigns
with a wide reach. NZME also owns a number of national radio stations including The
Hits, Coast, ZM, Newstalk ZB, Radio Hauraki and iHeartRadio, which is a free all in one
digital streaming platform that allows the user to select their favourite NZME radio
podcasts and stations..
 Hauraki Herald – continues to cover all of the Hauraki District. Has shifted in focus from
local content to generic content. The Hauraki Herald is published weekly on Friday.
Hauraki Herald is owned by Stuff, which also publishes Waikato Times and numerous
digital platforms, including Stuff.co.nz. This gives us options for digital campaigns and
geo-targeted advertising.
 Valley Profile (formerly Plains Profile), is independently owned. The paper has been
expanded to cover the Hauraki Plains, Paeroa and Thames areas and is published
fortnightly. Valley Profile is entirely focused on local community stories with no regional
or national coverage. It has a website and Facebook page but these are in their infancy
stages and there are currently no options for digital campaigns, as far as we’re aware.
However, the paper’s change of ownership is recent and we expect its audience to
grow.
Changes to public notices
The Resource Management Act (RMA) states that decision makers must notify the public of
opportunities to take part in various processes under the RMA, such as notified resource
consent applications and plan changes.
Previously we were required to publish a notice in a newspaper circulating the entire area likely
to be affected by the proposal However, publishing full public notices is expensive and the way
people receive information has shifted more towards the internet than newspapers.
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As a result the RMA has been amended to allow public notices to be published on a freely
accessible internet site (e.g. council website) with just a short summary of the notice, along
with the web address, to be published in one newspaper.
This has the potential to reduce our newspaper advertising spend. However, we would need to
do a full review and analysis of our legal requirements to provide accurate figures on how
much these savings would be.
Radio
We support three community radio stations:
 MoreFM Coromandel – based in Thames. Owned by Mediaworks, this station has a
community news focus covering the Coromandel and Hauraki areas.
 Nga Iwi FM – based in Paeroa. Known as the voice of Hauraki, this station has a
community focus, with a particular emphasis on Paeroa.
 GoldFM – based in Waihi. Locally owned and operated station with a community focus.
Broadcasts to Waihi Beach, Waihi, Paeroa, Whitianga and Coromandel.
We have good relationships with all of these stations who help us by running paid advertising
campaigns as needed, as well as sharing community messages at no cost, particularly in
emergency events. They all have active Facebook pages and websites.
The Mayor has a fortnightly paid advertising spot on MoreFM Coromandel and a free weekly
catch up chat on Nga Iwi FM.
Our advertising dollar
We run regular monthly full-page advertisements in the HC Post and Hauraki Herald, as well as
occasional quarter or half page advertisements on specific topics. We also advertise in the
Valley Profile on an ad hoc basis. It’s timely to review and reassess the need to continue with
these pages, particularly the Waihi Ward Reflections page in the HC Post, as this paper is no
longer a Waihi specific publication.
A breakdown of our newspaper advertising spend from 1 July 2019 to 30 June 2020 is below.



13 publications of the HDC News page in the Hauraki Herald during the year (usually
12 in a year), plus 1 publication of the HDC News page in the Valley Profile
13 publications for the Waihi Ward Reflections (WWR) page

We also regularly publish HDC news pages in the Whiritoa Tidings and Kaiaua Compass. These
are free advertisements but they do require staff time and resource.
31/7/2019 to 12/6/20

Totals incl GST ($)

Council public notice

9,207.31

Monthly news pages

24,661.75

Run of paper adverts

9,183.58
43,052.00

A breakdown of our radio advertising from 1 July 2019 to 30 June 2020 is below
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Totals incl GST
$4,315

Campaigns
$8,815
Total

4

$13,130

THE ISSUES | NGĀ TAKE

Even before Covid came along, local government communicators were facing a number of
challenges and pain points (see fig 1). These include:





apathy and a lack of public interest and participation in what we do
affordability for our rate payers and the pressure to keep costs down
lack of trust and poor reputation
the spread of misinformation, particularly with the rise in social media – everyone’s a
journalist
 the pandemic has added ambiguity, uncertainty and genuine hurt and suffering into the
mix.
Fig 1. Challenges for local government communicators
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Without minimising the impact this year’s pandemic has had, and continues to have, on our
businesses, workers and whanau, this unprecedented event has also provided some unique
insights and learning opportunities (see fig 2). We want to embed these learnings and
improvements into the organisation, rather than reverting to the way we did things before .
Fig 2. Insights and learning opportunities from Covid 19

Opportunities to address some of these issues include:






4.1

embracing the learnings from Covid and embedding improvements into the organisation
disrupting the current business model to find ways to deliver the same services for less
creating a shared vision at a time when our communities are looking for leadership and
trusted sources of information
adapting to changes in the media landscape to improve participation and create content
that people want to engage with
shifting our focus from telling to listening to improve trust and reputation.

Learnings from Covid 19

The table in Appendix B outlines the specific tactics employed during the level 4 lockdown in
terms of what worked well, what we could have done better, and possible future opportunities
we may wish to explore. When analysing this information, we need to be mindful that in crises
people are hungry for information and will try harder to find it than they might under ordinary
circumstances.
In summary, we found that the lack of community newspapers seemed to have little impact on
the spread of information. For example, we made many complex changes to rubbish and
recycling at very short notice but most people received the message and made the required
changes. Social media was one of our most effective communication tools. Existing community
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relationships were also valuable and our community group contacts and local radio stations
were happy to help us share information.

4.2

Shifting f rom telling to listening

There are several schools of thought concerning the best ways to improve trust and reputation
in local government, but one widely accepted strategy is to increase citizen participation. A
wide range of research shows that when people are involved in government they are more
likely to trust them.
Research has identified two main approaches to communication in local government. One
focuses on managing media and promoting the organisation, while the other is more
orientated to listening to communities and facilitating participation. Overall, local government
communication tends to favour the first approach of producing content to promote the
organisation, telling our story, and the SOS approach to communication (sending out stuff).
However, the research also found that the second approach, which favours listening and
participation, results in more community approval, low staff turnover, and favourable media
coverage. In the first promotion-centred activity, there is no significant relationship between
these things.

4.3

Adapting to changes in the media landscape

People don’t care about local government, but they do care about stuff. Researchers broadly
agree that young people in particular, are disengaging from traditional politics. However, a
number of studies have found that they are seeking to engage in politics in new ways relevant
to their everyday lived experience and concerns. A local example of this happened on 15 March
2019 when hundreds of students representing eight Waihi schools and kindergartens swapped
pens for placards and marched local streets to demand climate change actions.
In comparison, levels of participation through conventional council processes, particularly from
our young people, Māori, and other hard to reach groups, are generally low. This could be
because of a lack of interest but it could also be because participating is beyond the will or
capabilities of many people, particularly when it comes to highly technical issues such as
mining. Formal submissions take time and considerable skills in research and submission
writing, including being able to interpret and understand the RMA. For tangata whenua the
issue may be that council has not taken the time or had the understanding and knowledge to
go out to Marae, build relationships and engage in ways that work for Māori.
The media landscape has also changed drastically in recent years. Film and animation
consultant Rory Fellowes describes the cultural transformation involved in how media makers
are using technology and how audiences are using media today:
“At the heart of these changes is the emergence of new forms of storytelling. A large part of
the audience is no longer content to simply sit and watch. They want something more.
Something interactive. Something demanding.”

4.4

Disrupting the current business model

The public sector isn’t known for its innovation. That doesn’t mean we don’t innovate, but we
tend to be more risk averse than the corporate sector and favour incremental innovation,
where small improvements are made consistently over time. However, this kind of innovation
tends to push prices up, while the type of disruptive innovation you see in the corporate sector
has the opposite effect of driving prices down.
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Disruptive innovation involves looking at the clichés and assumptions and asking what would
happen if we removed them. For example, there is an assumption successful communication
requires media, reception offices, and customer service staff. But what would happen if we
took all those things away?
A high percentage of our current calls, emails and Facebook messages are simple information
requests for the kind of information our customers should easily be able to find on our website.
There is a financial cost associated with poor website search. Users unable to find the
information they need will turn to more expensive channels. Website search is just one aspect
of digital customer experience. There are many other ways we could transform and optimise
our digital customer experience through disruptive innovation.
The average cost of each council customer enquiry according to British research ($NZ):
 Walk in - $20.90
 Phone - $6.86
 Email - $3.78
We don’t have any available data on the number of walk ins or emails we receive but we do
know we receive between 3000 and 4000 phone calls per month on average. Rates, building
and planning enquiries make up about 50% of these calls with the balance relating to general
information and all other areas of council.

5 ANALYSIS
While our communication goals haven’t changed significantly in the past four years, there’s
been a huge shift in the media landscape and in the way our customers are choosing to
communicate with us, and with each other. Covid-19 has accelerated this shift and created an
opportunity to change our approach in order to stay relevant, keep up with our customer
expectations, and achieve our goals.
Last year we spent more than $60,000 on mainstream media advertising and dedicated many
hours of staff time to producing content and getting media coverage through media releases,
with no real evidence that any of it means something valuable to the organisation. During
Covid 19 Alert Level 4, there was no print media, yet our messages were still reaching our
customers. While some of the motivation behind our regular newspaper pages is to help
support local businesses, we now have three newspapers covering the same, or very similar
areas. This means to be fair to all, we would need to increase our advertising spend and staff
resource to cover all three papers and in many instances duplicate information.
Advances in technology also mean we have the ability to communicate directly with our
customers, without relying on traditional media to do it for us. The pandemic has forced many
people who may have resisted previously, to embrace technology and accelerated the pace of
digital transformation in most businesses. We won’t go back from here, and to meet our
customer expectations it’s timely to put the foot down on digital plans we were already
working on.
But having the platforms and tools is not enough on its own. Thanks to the internet, we’re
surrounded by an ocean of content, products and leisure opportunities, all vying for our
attention. The people we are trying to reach have the technology to navigate the ocean and
sail on by or stop and listen. The challenge for local government communicators is to find
creative and innovative ways to make people want to engage with us in ways that work for
them. Moving away from `sending out stuff’ and traditional media will free up intellectual
capacity and allow the communications team to utilise their creative strengths and focus more
on creating bold and compelling content people want to engage with.
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Finally, we know shifting our focus from telling to listening will improve trust and reputation.
There is an opportunity to make a concerted effort to create an ‘architecture of listening’ within
the organisation, starting with organisational culture, policies, and processes that will help us
to listen in and listen out more, particularly for harder to reach sectors of our communities
such as Māori, minority ethnic groups, youth, and busy working people.

6 ENGAGING WITH OUR COMMUNITIES |
KIA UIA TE HAPORI WHĀNUI
Staff consider that the Council does have enough of an understanding of community views
and preferences on this matter. The level of engagement considered appropriate for this
matter, now,

7

OUR OPTIONS | NGĀ KŌWHIRINGA A MĀTOU

We would like direction from the council on the three options outlined below
1. Retain the status quo
2. Make some incremental changes to our communications approach
3. Transition from print to digital and develop our own two-way communication platforms

7.1

OPTION 1: Retain the status quo

ABOUT THIS OPTION
This option would see no change in our communications approach. We would continue to run
monthly news pages and public notices in Hauraki Herald, HC Post, and with the addition of
the Valley Profile. Our Mayor’s radio spots with MoreFM Coromandel and NgaIwi FM would
continue, along with specific campaigns with MoreFM Coromandel, NgaIwi FM and GoldFM as
needed
ADVANTAGES
We’re supporting local businesses
Some of our residents are not online and still
prefer to receive information from us in the
community newspapers

DISADVANTAGES
Time consuming. Uses staff resource that
could be used for other things
Expensive with no real evidence it’s providing
value.
Digital skills gap in the communications team
– limited ability to grow our own platforms
and channels
Not keeping pace with customer expectations
(private companies digital experiences are
accelerating)
Missed opportunity to connect with wider
demographic

FINANCIAL COSTS
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Whole of life costs

Ongoing annual operating: $65,902

Budget source

Relevant departmental budgets plus community initiative
grants

Changes to budgets

The Waihi Ward Reflections page comes out of the
community initiatives budget. A decision would need to be
made about whether this would continue (now the HC Post
is not so Waihi focused) and also what budget the
additional page for the Valley Profile would be allocated to.

Impact on the Council’s debt

There is no impact on the Council’s debt

Potential impact on rates

There will be no impact on rates because there is minimal
change to existing budgets

7.2

OPTION 2: Incremental improvements to our communications
approach

ABOUT THIS OPTION
This option would involve tweaking the current communications approach. We would
continue to run monthly news pages and public notices in Hauraki Herald, HC Post,
and with the addition of the Valley Profile. Money would also be allocated to digital
campaigns and geo-targeted advertising via Stuff and NZME. Our Mayor’s radio spots
with MoreFM Coromandel, GoldFM and NgaIwi FM would continue, along with ad hoc
campaigns as needed. We would also expand our radio advertising as appropriate to
target more diverse age groups via NZME and Mediaworks.
ADVANTAGES
Broader reach from advertising spend
Supporting local businesses
Catering somewhat to sector of the
community that is not online

DISADVANTAGES
No clear strategy – sitting on the fence
Digital skills gap in the communications team
– limited ability to grow our own platforms
and channels
Not keeping pace with customer expectations
(private companies digital experiences are
accelerating)
Extra work for already stretched
communications staff.

FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs

Ongoing annual operating: $85,902

Budget source

Various departmental budgets plus community initiative
grants

Changes to budgets

The Waihi Ward Reflections page comes out of the
community initiatives budget. A decision would need to be
made about whether this would continue (now the HC Post
is not so Waihi focused) and also what budget the
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additional page for the Valley Profile, digital campaigns,
and extra radio advertising would be allocated to.
Impact on the Council’s debt

There is no impact on the Council’s debt

Potential impact on rates

There will be no impact on rates because there is minimal
change to existing budgets

7.3

OPTION 3: Transition from print to digital and develop our own two way communication platforms

ABOUT THIS OPTION
This option would involve a radical change to our communications approach. We would
discontinue all of our regular print advertising in favour of digital options, including
developing our own two-way platforms to communicate with our customers directly. This
doesn’t mean we wouldn’t use print advertising at all, it would still be used where
appropriate, in more targeted ways. However, we would no longer publish our regular HDC
News pages. Where legislatively appropriate, full public notices would also be replaced by
short summaries in one newspaper, directing people to further information on the website.
We would also commit to a programme of inserts being added to print rates notices where
these are still posted out.
Our Mayor’s radio spots with MoreFM Coromandel and NgaIwi FM would continue, along with
ad hoc radio campaigns on these local stations and Waihi’s Gold FM. These stations support
us at times by sharing important community notices and information at no cost so we want
to continue to support them. We would also expand our radio advertising as appropriate to
target specific audiences via NZME and Mediaworks.
Money saved by dropping regular print advertising would go towards engaging a consulting
company to help us optimise our user experiences, develop our own platforms, and reduce
customer enquiries via walk-ins, phone and email.
This would also free up staff intellectual capacity to focus on utilising their creative strengths
and creating bold and compelling content people want to engage with, as well as creating an
‘architecture of listening’ within the organisation.
ADVANTAGES
Keeps pace with the changing needs of our
customers
Potential for significant and increasing
savings in operational costs
Potential to significantly improve our own
direct communication channels, two-way
conversations, and trust and reputation

DISADVANTAGES
Some of our customers are not online and
still prefer to receive information from us via
the newspapers. However, we would
continue to provide print information via our
rates inserts and dedicated print campaigns
as appropriate.
Ad hoc print advertising is more expensive
than paying for a regular monthly page.

Benefits are clear and measurable
Staff intellectual capacity freed up to focus
on innovation and strategic communication.
FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs
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First year:
$35,000 advertising spend
$10,000 digital consulting company – maintenance and
upgrades
Ongoing reductions in operating costs year on year after
that as our own channels develop and customer service
enquiries reduce.
Budget source

Various departmental budgets plus community initiative
grants

Changes to budgets

We need to decide if it is still appropriate for this to be
charged to the community initiatives grant.

Impact on the Council’s debt

There is no impact on the Council’s debt

Potential impact on rates

There will be no impact on rates because there is no
significant change to existing budgets

8

PREFERRED OPTION| TE KŌWHIRINGA MATUA

Staff recommend proceeding with option 3 – Transition from print to digital and develop our
own two-way communication platforms.

8.1

LINKAGES

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION

The preferred option IS consistent
with the Council’s strategic
direction, including community
outcomes.

The preferred option aligns
with the community outcome
Progress Hauraki “We are
a proactive council that
provides leadership and
communicates effectively
with all sectors of our
district”

LONG TERM PLAN /
ANNUAL PLAN
ALIGNMENT

The preferred option IS consistent
with the long term plan and/or
annual plan programmes and
budgets.

The preferred option doesn’t
require any extra
expenditure in our long term
plan or annual plan
programmes

POLICIES, BYLAWS
AND PLANS
ALIGNMENT

The preferred option IS consistent
with the Council’s other
strategies, policies, bylaws and
plans.

The preferred option aligns
with our communications
strategy goal that Council is
an effective, trustworthy
organisation that listens to
its customers and models
strong leadership

SIGNIFICANCE
ASSESSMENT

The decision IS NOT considered
significant under the Council’s
Significance and Engagement Policy
2020.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR
MĀORI

8.2

The decision DOES NOT involve a
significant decision in relation to
land or a body of water.

ASSESSING THE RISKS

Staff have identified the following risks associated with the recommended option.
Risk
remaining

Description of risk

Level of risk

How we could soften the risk

Some customers are not
online

Moderate

Use rates inserts and targeted
print advertisements where
appropriate.
Provide devices for households
without online access (in the
same way we provide recycling
bins). We already provide
access to computers in our
libraries.

Low

Technology changes
faster than we can
develop our plans and
platforms

High

Using a consulting company
will help us stay agile and
keep abreast of the latest
developments

Low

Platforms are not
compatible with council
systems

High

Work closely with IT
department

Low

Staff digital skill levels
are not at the required
levels to maintain and
operate systems
effectively
Relationships with local
media are affected

High

Key staff undertake training

Low

Moderate

Communications staff ensure
media relationships are
maintained and media
enquiries are answered
promptly

Low

9

NEXT STEPS | TE ARA KI MUA

Timeframe

Action

January
2021

Do not renew newspaper advertising
contracts

February
2021

Engage digital consulting company to
help accelerate digital plans for
communications and improve digital
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customer experience across the whole
organisation

10

Approval

Prepared by

Paula Trubshaw
Jolene Nelson
Senior Communications Advisor Strategic Planning Manager

Approved by

Peter Thom
Group Manager Planning and Environmental Services
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APPENDIX A
Tactics

What worked well

Community
contacts

Prior relationships with
media and key
community contacts
proved invaluable to
help spread the word.
Elected members
shared information with
their contacts.
Locals offered to help by
putting up posters.
“Help us spread the
word” messaging
seemed to encourage
people to tell their
friends, neighbours and
families.
We built a database of
key community group
contacts and emailed
important information.
Iwi Liaison officer
shared information via
established networks
Collaborating with our
neighbours, reduced the
workload for our smaller
comms team, and
meant messaging was
consistent across the
three districts.
Reduced cost of
advertising.

Collaboration
with
neighbouring
councils

Radio

Radio was a valuable
tool to help reach the
sectors of our
communities without
internet access.

Rates notices

We were able to include
a four-page A4 insert
when posting out rates
invoices over the
lockdown period at little
extra cost.
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What we could have
done better
We could have
phoned key
community contacts
rather than just
emailing them and
hoping they would
forward on
information.

Future opportunities

Inconsistent
messaging between
councils in the
beginning caused
some confusion
about glass recycling
and criticism for our
council around
rubbish bag charges
for recycling.
We relied on our
three main local
stations Coromandel
More FM, GoldFM
and Nga Iwi FM.
We could have
expanded our reach
by using other
stations with
different target
audiences.
The lag between
compiling content
and the content
hitting letterboxes
meant some of the
information was

Waste minimisation
education is an area
where we could
collaborate in future.
Others include: road
safety messaging,
district promotion, civil
defence readiness

Continue to foster
community
relationships

We could expand our
radio presence for
important messages by
using other stations
with specific target
audiences, for example
Radio Hauraki to reach
males from 30 to 49 or
ZM for a younger
audience.
A ratepayer’s
newsletter could be
included with main
rates invoices, whether
posted or emailed.
Targeted comms could
go out with water rates
M 2843851
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What worked well
This worked really well
to provide a summary
of services and other
important information.
After posting the
invoices, the comms
team observed a
noticeable drop in social
media questions and
confusion.
Some Facebook posts
reached up to 20,000
people.
Facebook also allowed
two-way conversation,
which was particularly
valuable when
communicating complex
changes such as with
rubbish and recycling.
It also allowed us to
gauge how the
community was feeling.

Worked well as one
source of information to
direct customers to.

What we could have
done better
already out of date
when received.
We could have
included an
electronic version of
the newsletter to
those who receive
rates invoices via
email.

Future opportunities

While we have an
active and growing
Facebook page with
more than 5000
followers, our other
social media
platforms such as
Instagram, Twitter,
LinkedIn and
YouTube are
relatively
undeveloped and
were used minimally
throughout the
pandemic.
This is partly due to
lack of resource as
well as a specific
skill gap in the
digital marketing/
communications
area.

The senior comms
advisor is planning to
undertake online
training in digital
marketing next year to
help fill the skills gap in
the team.
Potentially we could
also look at
hiring/contracting
someone or an
organisation with
specific skills in this
area, particularly
Instagram, to help us
grow this platform
further.
Before we grow other
social platforms it’s
important to
understand the purpose
and strategy behind
each platform and the
specific audience we’re
trying to target, and
why.
The website content
project will help to
spread the workload
and keep the website
more current and up to
date as a source of
information. It will also
help to reduce the
clutter on the website
and make relevant and
important information
easier to find.

Process for updating
was initially time
consuming and
involved lots of
duplication but
worked well once we
made some
changes.
Ashburton District
Council created a
PWA (Progressive
Website App) as a
tool for Covid. There
was potential for
other councils to
collaborate and
share this space.

invoices to specific
sectors i.e. farmers

M 2843851
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Tactics

What worked well

E-newsletters

These worked well,
particularly for targeting
specific audiences.
We transferred The Hub
database of builders,
surveyors and
developers to our
Nailing it and
Developer’s diary enewsletter databases so
we only needed to send
updates once.
Although still small, the
number of subscribers
grew from about 200 to
nearly 500 during the
pandemic due to the
extra push we gave it
through our other
channels.

Mayor’s minute
videos

Live stream of
council meetings

Whaarangi 18 | 19

What we could have
done better
We need to ensure
managers are aware
of the e-newsletter
as a communication
tool and that they
keep us updated so
subscribers to each
category receive
relevant and timely
information.
Having said that,
bulk email is
becoming more
difficult to deliver
due to the
heightened digital
security measures
being deployed by
many email
providers and
organisations. Our
organisation blocks
an average of
10,000 emails per
day. We need to
investigate this
more thoroughly
before marketing
this option further.

Future opportunities

Mayor’s “Bubble Time”
videos received a
positive response on
social media and
appeared to provide a
sense of reassurance to
the community.
They had a good reach,
averaging between
4,000 to 7,000 people.

While the videos had
a good reach, the
average viewing
time was about 10
seconds.
This suggests it may
have been more
effective to keep
them shorter.

The Mayor’s minute
videos get good reach
but we need to work on
content and ensure
they are less than a
minute in duration.
Upcoming media
training will help clarify
appropriate conduct for
councillors in relation to
Council’s facebook page

The first live stream
council meeting reached
7,800 people, which
was more than three
times the reach of the
second video,
suggesting people may
have tuned in out of
curiosity the first time.

Recording meetings
and making them
available to the
public was a
legislative
requirement during
lockdown. We could
have done more to
promote the

Continuing to live
stream council
meetings has benefits
in terms of
transparency and also
to help people
understand more about
what council does, who
their councillors are,

Push e-newsletter
subscriptions with a
targeted marketing
campaign.
Work more closely with
managers to make sure
we regularly send out
relevant and timely
information.
Expand to include a
mobile phone
broadcasting tool such
as Antenno to distribute
targeted important
information via text
message. Antenno also
integrates with
Authority to allow
customers to report
issues and lodge service
requests. We could
present a business case
for ELT consideration if
there is an appetite for
this.

M 2843851
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What worked well
The video was 3.12
hours long. Overall
2,100 people watched
the video for 3 seconds,
1,200 people watched it
for 10 seconds and 486
people watched it for
more than a minute.
The average viewing
time was 1m 58 secs.

Whaarangi 19 | 19

What we could have
done better
meetings by
focusing on certain
items leading up to
the meeting and
also providing a
summary after the
meeting.

Future opportunities
and give context to how
decisions are made.
At this stage there
doesn’t appear to be an
appetite from council to
livestream meetings in
future but if they did
want to go down this
track it would be good
to make some trailers
in the lead up to the
meetings highlighting
items that may be of
interest, and then
provide a summary of
the key decisions
afterwards.

M 2843851
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FOR DECISION
MŌ TE WHAKATAUNGA
TO

Mayor and Councillors

AUTHOR

Katie Mclaren
Community Engagement Officer

FILE REFERENCE

Document: 2868321
Appendix A: 2868287 - COOL CREW
Request and Programme Information

‘THRIVE’

Email

PORTFOLIO HOLDER/S

Clr. Tilsley - Community Initiatives

MEETING DATE

Wednesday, 16 December 2020

SUBJECT

Request for Financial Assistance – Cool Crew Waihi

SUMMARY | TE WHAKARĀPOPOTANGA
COOL CREW Waihi has requested a financial contribution that will go towards their
proposed new day programme, "THRIVE".
The Co-chairs of the Manaaki Toiora Committee along with the Mayor are suggesting that
up to $1,650 is granted from the Social Strategy Fund towards hall hire costs for the
programme.
The decision is not considered to be a significant decision.

RECOMMENDATION | TE WHAIKUPU
THAT the report be received, and
THAT the correspondence from the COOL CREW Waihi be received, and
THAT up to $1,650 is granted from the Social Strategy Fund towards Term 1 hall hire
costs for the new COOL CREW Waihi day programme ‘THRIVE”.
THAT Council considers these decisions to be insignificant under its Significance and
Engagement Policy 2017.

PURPOSE | TE ARONGA
This report is to advise Council of a request for financial assistance and to recommend that
Council consider providing a grant toward the cost.
The matter or suggested decision does involve a new activity, service, programme,
project, expenditure or other deliverable.
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BACKGROUND | TE KŌRERO Ā MUA
COOL CREW has been operating for the past 6 years in Waihi, providing weekly social and
performance activities for young people with intellectual disabilities. The group consists of
8-10 enthusiastic attendees who enjoy getting together for activities such as dance,
performance, cooking, tenpin bowling and crafts.
THRIVE is an extension of the COOL CREW programme. An urgent need has been identified
in the area for a day programme for young people with disabilities who are reaching schoolleaving age. There are very few choices available for them after high school without having
to travel through the Karangahake Gorge to Paeroa or other towns. The group want to
create a happy and productive space where young people can develop and learn skills after
they leave school, while remaining within our community, to THRIVE - both now and in the
future.
COOL CREW has requested a financial contribution that will go towards hall hire costs for
Term 1 of the new day programme ‘THRIVE’.

THE ISSUES | NGĀ TAKE
COOL CREW has not provided quotes for hall hire or other programme costs, but an
indicative cost of up to $1,650 for Term 1 hall hire has been identified.

OUR OPTIONS | NGĀ KŌWHIRINGA A MĀTOU
In considering making a grant, staff have identified the following options for the Council
to consider:



Option One – Decline the request for a grant, or
Option Two – Grant up to $1,650 from the Social Strategy Fund.

These options and their advantages and disadvantages are outlined below.

OPTION 1: Decline the request for a grant
ABOUT THIS OPTION
COOL CREW may struggle to come up with sufficient funds to cover hall hire costs for
the programme if this option were chosen.
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
Council will not have to commit  The group will have less/insufficient funds
up to $1,650 from the Social
available to be able to run the programme.
Strategy Fund.
 Hauraki District Council could be seen as not
supporting the community.
FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs:

Capital costs: Nil.
Ongoing annual operating: Nil.
One off operating cost: Nil.

Budget source:

Nil budget required with this option.

Changes to budgets:

In order to accommodate these costs there will not
need to be changes to budgets.

Impact on the Council’s debt:

There is no impact on Council’s debt.

Potential impact on rates:

There will be no impact on rates as no funds are
required with this option.
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OPTION 2: Grant up to $1,650 from the Social Strategy Fund
ABOUT THIS OPTION
Council could contribute up to $1,650 towards Term 1 hall hire costs for the new COOL
CREW day programme “THRIVE”. The Social Strategy Fund is an appropriate source of
funding for this type of community activity; there are sufficient funds in the budget to
support this option. The Manaaki Toiora committee Co-chairs and Mayor have discussed
the request and support this option.
ADVANTAGES
 Shows Council support for community
groups.
 Will allow the group sufficient funds to run
the programme.
FINANCIAL COSTS

DISADVANTAGES
 Council will have to commit up to
$1,650 from the Social Strategy
Fund.

Whole of life costs:

One off operating cost: Up to $1,650

Budget source:

Social Strategy Fund

Changes to budgets:

In order to accommodate these costs there will not
need to be any change to budgets.
Currently, the Social Strategy Fund has sufficient
funds to support this request.

Impact on the Council’s debt:

There is no impact on Council’s debt.

Potential impact on rates:

There will be no impact on rates as the Fund has
sufficient funds to support this request

PREFERRED OPTION | TE KŌWHIRINGA MATUA
The Co-Chairs of the Manaaki Toiora Committee and Mayor support proceeding with Option
Two – grant up to $1,650 from the Social Strategy Fund.

ALIGNMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY CHECK
STRATEGIC
DIRECTION

The preferred option IS consistent
with the Council’s strategic
direction.

LONG TERM PLAN /
ANNUAL PLAN
ALIGNMENT

The preferred option IS consistent
with the long term plan and/or
annual plan programmes and
budgets.

Social Strategy Fund has
sufficient funds within the
current 2020/21 budget to
support this
recommendation.

POLICIES, BYLAWS
AND PLANS
ALIGNMENT

The preferred option IS consistent
with
the
Council’s
other
strategies, policies, bylaws and
plans.

Is consistent with the
2020/21 annual plan and
has nil effect on budgets
for the 2020/21 year.

SIGNIFICANCE
ASSESSMENT

The decision IS NOT considered
significant under the Council’s
Significance
and
Engagement
Policy 2017.

Not considered significant,
as the grant is within the
delegation of Council.

IMPLICATIONS FOR
MĀORI

The decision DOES NOT involve a
significant decision in relation
to land or a body of water.
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ENGAGING WITH OUR COMMUNITIES
Staff consider that the Council does have enough of an understanding on community views
and preferences. The level of engagement considered appropriate for this matter, at this
point in time, is to inform (i.e. one-way communication disseminating information).

Approval
Prepared by

Katie Mclaren
Community Engagement Officer

Approved by

Peter Thom
Group Manager – Planning and Environmental Services
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APPENDIX A
Kia ora Anne Marie,
Attached please find some further information about COOL CREW and our proposed new day programme,
"THRIVE".
THRIVE is set to start next year with at least six participants from Waihi and surrounding districts... more are
likely to be joining us throughout the year, but we would like to keep our numbers small at this stage.
If possible, we would like to use the supper room at the Waihi Memorial Hall as our temporary base until a
suitable permanent location is found. We have, however, looked at the cost of this and unfortunately it is
prohibitive. Even at the reduced rate for non-profit groups, costs would still be in excess of $100 per week.
As we are not only non-profit but fulfilling a community associated purpose, we are wondering if we would be
eligible for some sponsorship or funding assistance for the year going forward.
This would greatly assist THRIVE to get going and begin to make a real difference in the lives of young people
with disabilities in our district.
NB. We could be flexible at short notice and make other arrangements should another regular-fee-paying group
need to use the hall.
Our proposed start date will be 8th February 2021 and we will finish up on 3rd December 2021.
We will operate 3 days per week initially; Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, 9.00am to 3.00pm.
Term One: 30 days
Term two: 30 days
Term three: 30 days
Term four: 21 days
School Holidays: 18 days
(THRIVE will continue to operate throughout the school holidays dependent on need).
Total: 129 days of operation per year.
NB. A proportion of these129 days will be mornings only, as we will often be out and about in the community
in the afternoons.
We look forward to your reply,
Warm regards
Juliette Ngawaka
Margette Campbell
We have at least six definite participants ready to start and two more probables who will join the programme
within the next year.
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COOL CREW “THRIVE” – a HOLISTIC day programme for young people with intellectual disabilities.
About COOL CREW
COOL CREW has been operating for the past 6 years in Waihi, providing weekly social and performance
activities for young people with intellectual disabilities. The group consists of 8-10 enthusiastic attendees who
enjoy getting together for activities such as dance, performance, cooking, tenpin bowling, crafts...and the list
goes on…
COOL CREW members know each other well … most have attended Waihi College’s Memphis Centre together.
About THRIVE
THRIVE is an extension of the COOL CREW programme. We could see an urgent need in our area for a day
programme for our young people with disabilities who are reaching school-leaving age. There are very few
choices available for them after high school without having to travel through the Karangahape Gorge to Paeroa
or other towns – a lengthy daily commute that isn’t always feasible or desirable.
What we want is to create is a happy and productive space where our young people can develop and learn
skills after they leave school, while remaining within our community. In essence, we want them to THRIVE both now and in the future.
The holistic aspect was key right from the start; the spiritual, physical, intellectual, emotional and social
aspects…and equally important, creative and vocational.
We believe that for human beings to thrive ALL aspects of our beings need to be nurtured. We aren’t
interested in tokenism; we want the best for our young people with disabilities - they deserve it!
Our dream is embodied within our vision statement – for young people with disabilities in our area to be living
their best lives. If we can play a part in enabling them to become confident, independent and valued members
of society then our job is done. Fun will be an important element too! A lot of fun will be had along the way.
Right now we’re busy doing the ground work; planning the programme, finding out about the rules and
regulations, gathering ideas and fundraising. There’s A LOT of work to do… but we’re confident things will fall
into place.
We realise it may take some time before our “forever” location is ready, as there is important ground work to
do, but we’ve decided to make a start anyway. We plan to get the ball rolling in term one 2021, but this will
mean operating from a temporary location. We will be out and about in the community a lot of the time but
we require a “home base” and are hoping to operate from a central point in Waihi township – the Waihi
Memorial Hall, easily accessed by most attendees.
We see the local Waihi community along with whanau involvement as crucial to the success of THRIVE... put
simply; we could not operate effectively without their input. Waihi is a great little town, most people and
businesses go out of their way to support a worthy cause. There is also a wonderful community of volunteers
in Waihi from whom we will be seeking assistance.
We will be needing to source a mode of transport between now and February, (ie. a van) for our day trips and
for the group’s general transportation needs. We are hoping there is a company out there who would like to
sponsor this!
We have 6-8 eager participants ready to start, so there will be exciting times ahead in 2021!
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FOR DECISION
MŌ TE WHAKATAUNGA
TO

Mayor and Councillors

AUTHOR

Katie Mclaren
Community Engagement Officer

FILE REFERENCE

Document: 2869609
Appendix A: 2867272 – RFA Paeroa Night Owls

PORTFOLIO HOLDER/S

Clr. Tilsley - Community Initiatives

MEETING DATE

Wednesday, 16 December 2020

SUBJECT

Request for Financial Assistance – Paeroa Night Owls

SUMMARY | TE WHAKARĀPOPOTANGA
The Paeroa Night Owls Community Patrol has requested a financial contribution that will
go towards the annual running costs of their patrol vehicle.
The Paeroa Ward Committee are suggesting that $1,000 is granted from the Paeroa Ward
Community Assistance Fund towards this cost.
The decision is not considered to be a significant decision.

RECOMMENDATION | TE WHAIKUPU
THAT the report be received, and
THAT the correspondence from the Paeroa Night Owls Community Patrol be received, and
THAT $1,000 is granted from the Paeroa Ward Community Assistance Fund to the Paeroa
Night Owls Community Patrol towards the annual running costs of their patrol vehicle.
THAT Council considers these decisions to be insignificant under its Significance and
Engagement Policy 2017.

PURPOSE | TE ARONGA
This report is to advise Council of a request for financial assistance and to recommend that
Council consider providing a grant toward the cost.
The matter or suggested decision does involve a new activity, service, programme,
project, expenditure or other deliverable.
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BACKGROUND | TE KŌRERO Ā MUA
The Paeroa Night Owl Community Patrol is part of a National organisation formed in 2002
that supports over 170 patrols throughout New Zealand. It is organised and operated but
the local Paeroa community and the operating expenses are raised through local
sponsorship and donations.
Paeroa Night Owl patrolling has reduced incidents in designated areas at all rest areas and
locals schools, the activity of which is recorded and used by the local Police. This patrolling
also covers community events such as the Maritime Park Light Show, the Paeroa Highland
Games & Tattoo and Primrose Hill patrol during the Paeroa Lions fireworks display.
Assistance with patrol vehicle annual running costs will enable the group to continue
patrolling to help keep the town safe.
The Paeroa Night Owls Community Patrol has requested a financial contribution that will
go towards the annual running costs of their patrol vehicle, the amount of cost being just
over $1,000.

THE ISSUES | NGĀ TAKE
The Paeroa Night Owls Community Patrol has not provided quotes for the patrol vehicle
annual running costs, but an indicative cost of just over $1,000 has been identified.

OUR OPTIONS | NGĀ KŌWHIRINGA A MĀTOU
In considering making a grant, staff have identified the following options for the Council
to consider:



Option One – Decline the request for a grant, or
Option Two – Grant $1,000 from the Paeroa Ward Community Assistance Fund.

These options and their advantages and disadvantages are outlined below.

OPTION 1: Decline the request for a grant
ABOUT THIS OPTION
The Paeroa Night Owls Community Patrol may struggle to fundraise sufficient funds to
pay for the annual running costs of their patrol vehicle.
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
Council will not have to commit  The group will have less/insufficient funds
$1,000 from the Paeroa Ward
available to pay for vehicle costs.
Community Assistance Fund.
 Hauraki District Council could be seen as not
supporting the school/community.
FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs:

Capital costs: Nil.
Ongoing annual operating: Nil.
One off operating cost: Nil.

Budget source:

Nil budget required with this option.

Changes to budgets:

In order to accommodate these costs there will not
need to be changes to budgets.

Impact on the Council’s debt:

There is no impact on Council’s debt.
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Potential impact on rates:

There will be no impact on rates as no funds are
required with this option.

OPTION 2: Grant $ 1,000 from the Paeroa Ward Community
Assistance Fund
ABOUT THIS OPTION
Council could contribute $1,000 towards the annual running costs of the Paeroa Night
Owls Community Patrol vehicle. The Ward’s Community Assistance Fund is an
appropriate source of funding for this type of community activity; there are sufficient
funds in the Ward budget to support this option. The Paeroa Ward Councillors have
discussed the request, and support this option.
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
 Shows Council support community groups.  Council will have to commit
$1,000 from the Paeroa Ward
 Will allow the group sufficient funds for
Community Assistance Fund.
vehicle upkeep.
FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs:

One off operating cost: $1,000

Budget source:

Paeroa Ward Community Assistance Fund

Changes to budgets:

In order to accommodate these costs there will not
need to be any change to budgets.
Currently, the Paeroa Ward Community Assistance
Fund has sufficient funds to support this request.

Impact on the Council’s debt:

There is no impact on Council’s debt.

Potential impact on rates:

There will be no impact on rates as the Community
Assistance Fund has sufficient funds to support this
request

PREFERRED OPTION | TE KŌWHIRINGA MATUA
The Paeroa Ward Committee support proceeding with Option Two – grant $1,000 from the
Paeroa Ward Community Assistance Fund.

ALIGNMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY CHECK
STRATEGIC
DIRECTION

The preferred option IS consistent
with the Council’s strategic
direction.

LONG TERM PLAN /
ANNUAL PLAN
ALIGNMENT

The preferred option IS consistent
with the long term plan and/or
annual plan programmes and
budgets.

Paeroa Ward Community
Assistance Fund has
sufficient funds within the
current 2020/21 budget to
support this
recommendation.

POLICIES, BYLAWS
AND PLANS
ALIGNMENT

The preferred option IS consistent
with
the
Council’s
other
strategies, policies, bylaws and
plans.

Is consistent with the
2020/21 annual plan and
has nil effect on budgets
for the 2020/21 year.

SIGNIFICANCE
ASSESSMENT

The decision IS NOT considered
significant under the Council’s

Not considered significant,
as the grant is within the
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Significance
Policy 2017.
IMPLICATIONS FOR
MĀORI

and

Engagement

delegation of the ward
committee.

The decision DOES NOT involve a
significant decision in relation
to land or a body of water.

ENGAGING WITH OUR COMMUNITIES
Staff consider that the Council does have enough of an understanding on community views
and preferences. The level of engagement considered appropriate for this matter, at this
point in time, is to inform (i.e. one-way communication disseminating information).

Approval
Prepared by

Katie Mclaren
Community Engagement Officer

Approved by

Peter Thom
Group Manager – Planning and Environmental Services
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FOR DECISION
MŌ TE WHAKATAUNGA
TO

Mayor and Councillors

AUTHOR

Katie Mclaren
Community Engagement Officer

FILE REFERENCE

Document: 2863369

PORTFOLIO HOLDER/S

Clr. Tilsley - Community Initiatives

MEETING DATE

Wednesday, 16 December 2020

SUBJECT

Request for Financial Assistance – Waikino School

SUMMARY | TE WHAKARĀPOPOTANGA
Waikino School by way of the Waihi Ward Chair has requested a financial contribution that
will go towards the replacement of smaller school items that were lost in the November
fire.
The Waihi Ward Committee are suggesting that $1,000 is granted from the Waihi Ward
Community Assistance Fund towards this cost.
The decision is not considered a significant decision.

RECOMMENDATION | TE WHAIKUPU
THAT the report be received, and
THAT $1,000 is granted from the Waihi Ward Community Assistance Fund to Waikino
School towards replacing smaller school items lost in the fire.
THAT Council considers these decisions to be insignificant under its Significance and
Engagement Policy 2017.

PURPOSE | TE ARONGA
This report is to advise Council of a request for financial assistance and to recommend that
Council consider providing a grant toward the cost.
The matter or suggested decision does involve a new activity, service, programme,
project, expenditure or other deliverable.
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BACKGROUND | TE KŌRERO Ā MUA
On the weekend of the 14th of November, Waikino School was host to many visitors, as
part of the annual Lions Garden Ramble. This included wood-fired pizza cooked onsite for
guests and served in the Whare Manu, their special outdoor classroom space.
Unfortunately, overnight Sunday the Whare Manu caught alight and the space incurred
serious damage, rendering it unusable for the students of Waikino School.
It was not only the building structure and pizza oven damaged in the blaze, but also many
additional resources and equipment that the students use on a daily basis as part of their
learning. This has been devastating for both the school and local community.
Waikino School will be working with their insurance company to see how they can help to
rebuild. The insurance company will cover the larger items, for which there are receipts,
but not much of the smaller stuff. The school is currently fundraising to replace these items
and given the school plays such an important part in Waikino's local community, the Waihi
Ward are suggesting a grant towards the costs.
Waikino School by way of the Waihi Ward Chair has requested a financial contribution to
go towards the replacement of smaller school items that were lost in the November fire.

THE ISSUES | NGĀ TAKE
Costings around what needs to be replaced has not been provided, therefore the grant
amount may be more/less than what is needed to replace small items lost.
Waikino School have set up a Givealittle fundraising page, which has seen significant
donations, therefore the grant may not be required.

OUR OPTIONS | NGĀ KŌWHIRINGA A MĀTOU
In considering making a grant, staff have identified the following options for the Council
to consider:



Option One – Decline the request for a grant, or
Option Two – Grant $1,000 from the Waihi Ward Community Assistance Fund.

These options and their advantages and disadvantages are outlined below.

OPTION 1: Decline the request for a grant
ABOUT THIS OPTION
Waikino School may struggle to fundraise sufficient funds for the purchase of
replacement school items.
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
Council will not have to commit  The school will have less/insufficient funds
$1,000 from the Waihi Ward
available for purchase of replacement items.
Community Assistance Fund.
 Hauraki District Council could be seen as not
supporting the school/community.
FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs:

Capital costs: Nil.
Ongoing annual operating: Nil.
One off operating cost: Nil.
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Budget source:

Nil budget required with this option.

Changes to budgets:

In order to accommodate these costs there will not
need to be changes to budgets.

Impact on the Council’s debt:

There is no impact on Council’s debt.

Potential impact on rates:

There will be no impact on rates as no funds are
required with this option.

OPTION 2: Grant $ 1,000 from the Waihi Ward Community Assistance
Fund
ABOUT THIS OPTION
Council could contribute $1,000 towards replacing smaller school items that were lost
in the fire. The Ward’s Community Assistance Fund is an appropriate source of funding
for this type of community activity; there are sufficient funds in the Ward budget to
support this option. The Waihi Ward Councillors and Mayor have discussed the request
and support this option.
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
 Shows Council support for the community.  Council will have to commit
$1,000 from the Waihi Ward
 Will allow the school sufficient funds for
Community Assistance Fund.
purchase of new school equipment.
FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs:

One off operating cost: $1,000

Budget source:

Waihi Ward Community Assistance Fund

Changes to budgets:

In order to accommodate these costs there will not
need to be any change to budgets.
Currently, the Waihi Ward Community Assistance
Fund has sufficient funds to support this request.

Impact on the Council’s debt:

There is no impact on Council’s debt.

Potential impact on rates:

There will be no impact on rates as the Community
Assistance Fund has sufficient funds to support this
request

PREFERRED OPTION | TE KŌWHIRINGA MATUA
The Waihi Ward Committee support proceeding with Option Two – grant $1,000 from the
Waihi Ward Community Assistance Fund.

ALIGNMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY CHECK
STRATEGIC
DIRECTION

The preferred option IS consistent
with the Council’s strategic
direction.

LONG TERM PLAN /
ANNUAL PLAN
ALIGNMENT

The preferred option IS consistent
with the long term plan and/or
annual plan programmes and
budgets.

Waihi Ward Community
Assistance Fund has
sufficient funds within the
current 2020/21 budget to
support this
recommendation.
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POLICIES, BYLAWS
AND PLANS
ALIGNMENT

The preferred option IS consistent
with
the
Council’s
other
strategies, policies, bylaws and
plans.

Is consistent with the
2020/21 annual plan and
has nil effect on budgets
for the 2020/21 year.

SIGNIFICANCE
ASSESSMENT

The decision IS NOT considered
significant under the Council’s
Significance
and
Engagement
Policy 2017.

Not considered significant,
as the grant is within the
delegation of the ward
committee.

IMPLICATIONS FOR
MĀORI

The decision DOES NOT involve a
significant decision in relation
to land or a body of water.

ENGAGING WITH OUR COMMUNITIES
Staff consider that the Council does have enough of an understanding on community views
and preferences. The level of engagement considered appropriate for this matter, at this
point in time, is to inform (i.e. one-way communication disseminating information).

Approval
Prepared by

Katie Mclaren
Community Engagement Officer

Approved by

Peter Thom
Group Manager – Planning and Environmental Services
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FOR INFORMATION |
NGĀ MŌHIOTANGA
TO

Mayor and Councillors

AUTHOR

Melanie Brebner
Library Services Team Leader

FILE REFERENCE

Document: 2845954

PORTFOLIO HOLDER

Councillor Wilkinson – Community Recreation

MEETING DATE

Wednesday, 16 December 2020

SUBJECT

Community Libraries Monthly Report – December 2020

SUMMARY | TE WHAKARĀPOPOTANGA
The Community Services and Development Team present an update of activities carried out
during the previous month to Council. This report covers the District Libraries activity.

RECOMMENDATION | TE WHAIKUPU
THAT the report be received.

1

PURPOSE | TE ARONGA

The Community Recreation activities includes the district libraries and the report on these
activities will be presented to Council on a monthly basis that will include goals as well as
quarterly statistics and trends.

2

DISTRICT LIBRARIES | PUTEA MATAURANGA Ā-ROHE

2.1
Goal: Library services are provided in a customer focused and effective way to
support the recreational needs of the community
There has been a noticeable decline in numbers attending Story and Rhyme for Under 5s in
Paeroa Library. This is largely due to a music and movement programme that started up on
Mondays at an earlier time to our programme. We will be canvasing those in the target audience
as to a better alternate day to host Story and Rhyme for Under 5s in 2021, in both Paeroa and
Waihi Libraries.
Work on the configuration of spaces at Paeroa Library is in progress to better cater to some of
our visitors. The reconfigured spaces will provide a more separated area for teens and will move
large print closer to the entrance. This will provide easier access to the large print collection to
people who use walking aids, which will benefit those of our large print readers who also have
problems with mobility.
Programmes, displays and promotions:
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Book Chat Groups: Paeroa and Waihi Libraries and online
Story and Rhyme for Under 5s
Computer mentoring classes in Waihi Library
Term 4 Children’s Reading Challenge
November displays:
o Politics in New Zealand
o Rescue a book (a display of books that have not been borrowed for more than two
years in each library)
o Wheelie good reads (to tie in with the Beach Hop)
November promotions:
o Three DVDs for the price of two
o Magazine giveaway for members who visit the library (previous giveaways have
been on Facebook, meaning a large number of our regular customers were not
participating)

2.2
Goal: An appropriate range of print, audio visual and electronic resources are
provided to ensure public access to learning materials:
Work on balancing the fiction collection between the three libraries has begun. Similar work on
the non-fiction collection will begin in December.
The Senior Librarian, Technical is communicating with Ulverscroft to source additional Western
titles for purchase on a standing order basis. It should be noted that Ulverscroft are currently
reviewing the number and price of Westerns that are being published.
Matamata-Piako District Libraries have suggested a collection swap with Hauraki District
Libraries, so that readers from both districts can access a wider range of material, without
increasing budgets. We are investigating the costs, benefits and feasibility of this.
2.3

Goal: Libraries attract a wide audience:

The Waihi Library had a stall selling withdrawn items at the Beach Hop Warm Up Party on 25
November. This had to be moved to inside the Waihi Library, due to rain.
The November monthly newsletter included information on the Generosity New Zealand
funding database (linked from the Library’s website and app), winners of the Ngaio Marsh Book
Awards and a reminder of the new hours at Paeroa and Waihi Libraries.
The Libraries website and events calendar were updated to advertise a free concert that was to
be performed outside the Paeroa library (which was then sadly cancelled due to adverse
weather), as well as to promote the Generosity NZ database.
The website review continued, with a focus on the “How to …” and “In our libraries” pages. The
Senior Librarian, Technical is progressing the implementation of Library Chat with the Web
Development Team.
The focus of Facebook posts during November included the promotion of the Generosity NZ
funding database, promotion of library programmes, and a reminder about our online
PressReader resource. We also included frequent reminders about library hours, as well as
several posts about new library books.
Waihi Library hosted a repeat visit by a Year 5/6 class from Waihi Central School during the
term four week seven. This visit was to allow students to carry out research for individual
assignments. Students have become more comfortable with searching the catalogue for
suitable material and locating items on the shelves.
Goldfields School Transition Class and TEVAL continued their regular visits to the Paeroa Library.
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The NZLPP Secondments: agreement signed by the Office of the National Library has been
returned with notification that recruitment may being. Position descriptions for the
secondments are being drafted by the Library Services Team Leader.

2.4

Future directions

Focus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

for December and January:
Bilingual signage (in conjunction with the Takawaenga | Iwi & Māori Liaison Officer)
Summer Reading Challenge opens for registrations 30 November 2020.
Christmas decorations makerspace (for adults and children): 4, 11 and 18 December
Adult reading challenge for 2021
NZLPP Secondments recruitment
DVD promotion (3 DVDs for the price of 2) continues
Review of Homework Help website page
Online chat for enquiries progressed
Genealogy support options continue to be investigated
Planning day for Senior Librarian team to plan the 2021 programme
New format for Library Services newsletter
Investigate Bitmoji for online promotion of library resources
NZLPP secondments:
o Position descriptions have been completed.
o Library Services Team Leader is consulting with the Takawaenga | Iwi & Māori
Liaison Officer on position titles in te reo Māori.
o A third secondment on the focus area of digital inclusion has been offered.
Library Services Team Leader is ensuring there is no cross-over with other local
providers before proceeding.
• Outreach stall at Paeroa Twilight Market

Focus over the next year to two years:
• RFID (Radio Frequency Identification)
• Ngatea Library Upgrade:
o Investigating required size
o Reviewing Ngatea collection
Change of Hours Report
The three-month trial of the new opening and closing continues. As well as continued
advertising in-house, the Library Newsletter, website and Facebook page, hours have been
printed out in bookmark format and are being given to every person who borrows books.
Flyers are left on tables and computer desks to inform Library customers who do not have
borrow books.
The general trends seen in October have continued in November, with the earlier opening time
proving more popular at Waihi Library, and late nights being more popular at Paeroa Library.
It is not possible to tell whether the earlier opening time has increased the numbers of visitors
to the Paeroa and Waihi Libraries, or have merely made it more convenient to those who
already visit, as we do not currently have a way of counting the number of people who work
through the door. We will be able to gather this information once the RFID security gates are
installed. However, because we did not gather this information prior to our earlier opening
time, it will not reveal whether or not more people enter the libraries due to the earlier
opening time.
Earlier opening
Average number of users between 9.30-10 am:
•

Paeroa Library: 12.4
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Waihi Library: 14.5

Late nights
Number of users in the Library
Paeroa

4/11

11/11

18/11

25/11

At 4.30 pm

2

6

4

7

At 5 pm

1

1

0

5

At 5.30 pm

0

0

0

3

Users entering the Library between
4.30-5.00 pm

2

3

0

0

Users entering the Library between
5.00-5.30 pm

0

0

0

0

Total unique users

4

10

4

7

5.18 pm

5.15 pm

4.50 pm

5.30 pm

5/11*

12/11

19/11

26/11

At 4.30 pm

1

4

5

2

At 5 pm

0

0

0

0

At 5.30 pm

0

0

0

2

Users entering the Library between
4.30-5.00 pm

0

0

1

0

Users entering the Library between
5.00-5.30 pm

0

0

2

2**

Total unique users

1

4

8

4

4.31 pm

4.35 pm

5.28 pm

5.30 pm

Time last users left the Library

Waihi Library

Time last users left the Library

* Very heavy rain
** The two users who entered between 5 and 5.30 pm on 26 November were family members
of one of the librarians, waiting for a ride home and would not have been there otherwise. The
two non-related visitors left at 4.56 pm.
Number of items issued
Paeroa Library
14/10
21/10
28/10
4/11
5/11
11/11
18/11
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4.30-5 pm
9
1
5
0
0
0
0

5-5.30 pm
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
11
1
5
0
0
0
0
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Waihi Library
15/10
22/10
29/10
5/11
12/11
19/11
26/11
Total
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0
15

1
3

1
18

4.30-5 pm
4
1
5

5-5.30 pm
0
1
0

Total
4
2
5

3
9
0
22

0
0
0
1

3
9
0
23

2.5
Quarterly statistics
Library Services statistics will be provided quarterly going forward. Quarter 3 statistics will be
provided in the February report.

Approval
Prepared by

Melanie Brebner
Library Services Team Leader

Approved by

Peter Thom
Group Manager - Planning & Environmental Services
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FOR INFORMATION
NGĀ MŌHIOTANGA
TO

Mayor and Councillors

AUTHOR

Community Facilities Officer and Parks and Reserves Manager

FILE REFERENCE

Document:

PORTFOLIO HOLDER

Councillor Wilkinson – Community Recreation

MEETING DATE

Wednesday, 16 December 2020

SUBJECT

Community Recreation Monthly Report – December 2020

SUMMARY | TE WHAKARĀPOPOTANGA
The Community Services Team present an update of activities carried out during the previous
month to Council. The activities include management of various budgets, requests for service(s),
recreational initiatives and information on other asset related activities.

RECOMMENDATION | TE WHAIKUPU
THAT the report be received.

1

PURPOSE | TE ARONGA

This report provides the Council an update on the activities in Community Recreation. This
includes the district swimming pools, sports fields, recreation reserves, Waihi Events Centre and
district sports co-ordinator (Sport Waikato).

2

DISTRICT SWIMMING POOLS | HŌPUA KAUKAU Ā-ROHE

The swimming pool season is in full swing now with all three community pools open for all to
enjoy.
Learn to swim is now operating at all pools two to three nights a week with plenty of numbers as
well as swim club squad nights in Waihi.
Aquafit has been on offer in Paeroa twice a week and has also recently started at the Ngatea Pool
and while the number of attendees is a little light on occasion the provider Frogs Aquatics has
been happy with the response and is really pushing for more exposure to anybody and everybody.
Our team of Lifeguards will be going through First Aid and Pool Lifeguard training at the end of
November, both being full day courses.
Our total number of pool users through to Thursday 26th November are shown below
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Swimming Pools - November 2020
2000

1838

1800
1600
1400
1200
918

1000
800
600

505
395

400

422
195

200
0
Ngatea Swimmers

3

Ngatea Schools

Waihi Swimmers

Waihi Schools

Paeroa Swimmers

Paeroa Schools

EVENTS CENTRE | POKAPŪ HUIHUINGA

No items of significance to report for Events Centre.
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CAPITAL PROJECTS | NGĀ WHAKAKATANGA MONI TŌPŪ

Project on track
Off track but will be on track
soon
Off track/ behind schedule/
over budget

Key Projects – Recreation

Project Name

Project
Manager

Budget

Timeframe

% Complete

Actual Spent
(YTD)

Forecast at
Completion

Karangahake Reserve Development
Approved budget: $517,000

Senior Project
Manager

●

●

10%

$3,997

$255,000
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Comments

Licence to occupy signed allowing
Council to install a toilet on the Hall
Committee
Land.
The
new
container toilet has been procured
and installation is scheduled for
summer.
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Wharf St / Ohinemuri River Jetty
Approved budget: $400,000

Economic
Development
Officer

●

●

95%

$396,255

$400,000

The Historical Maritime Park are
waiting to receive Code of
Compliance for the build of the
jetty at the end of Wharf Street.
Once this is complete, the process
of handing the jetty over to
Council should be able to be
completed.
Work on the pontoons at the
Historical Maritime Park has now
begun.

Project
Management
Team

Turua Walkway
Approved budget: $40,000

●

●

50%

$44,837

$40,000

The 270m Piako Road section is
complete. A section of Oparia
Road is scheduled to be mowed as
a temporary walkway subject a
decision report on safety being
submitted by the project manager.
Budget for this project is
insufficient on the basis of revised
quotes received.

Dudding Reserve
Community
Notice
board
landscaping.
Approved budget: $61,000
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Seating for the structure has been
completed. Amenity landscaping
will be scheduled for the spring.
and

Parks
Reserves
Manager

and

●

●

75%

$46,308

M 2663718

$61,000
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Victoria Park Playground upgrade
Approved budget: $45,000

Parks
Reserves
Manager

and

Paeroa Domain Entrance Upgrade
Approved budget: $73,114

Parks
Reserves
Manager

and
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●

●

●

●

95%

On hold

$137,500

$7,741

M 2663718

$137,500

Total funding for the project is
$137,500. The project is jointly
funded as follows:
1. HDC - $45,000
2. Waihi Lions $15,000
3. Trust Waikato $17,000
4. Lion Foundation $26,000
5. Lotteries NZ $34,500
Installation of the dual flying fox is
complete. Installation of the new
pirate ship is complete.

$73,000

The upgraded vehicle entrance has
been done. The pedestrian
entrance is on hold until plans can
be drafted that align with the rest
of the Mackay St development.
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GENERAL | MOHIOHIO WHĀNUI

Sports
Line marking for summer sports (touch rugby, cricket, and athletics) has been done and will be
maintained for the rest of the season. Two touch rugby training fields have been marked up to
allow Paeora teams to practice ahead of a regional tournament to be held at the Domain on Jan
9, 2021.
New seats are being installed in front of the grandstand at the Paeroa Domain. These seats will
feature unique Maori carvings which will be provided by Paeroa College students.
The petanque courts at the Paeroa Domain have been renovated to allow the Thames Valley
Special Olympic squad to use it for training.
Freedom Camping
Work is progressing at the Kaiaua HRT terminus:
• Two Portaloo’s have been installed at the HRT Terminus/Oyster Catcher Reserve and are
being cleaned daily and serviced weekly.
• There has been a rubbish bin(wheelie) installed at HRT Terminus
• Signage has been installed at Tauwhare Koiora and HRT Terminus
• Bollards have been installed at Tauwhare Koiora (Kaiaua Boat Club) to enclose grass
area behind boating club
• Bollards have been installed at HRT Terminus to denote Freedom Camping area from the
road.
• Process is being completed for release of TIF funds for Stage 2 of the project, which
includes funding for bollard installation, formation of carparks, planting (will occur in
autumn/winter), weed control and ambassador costs.
• Ambassador employment in process – this role will be to share bylaw information and
collect camper marketing information
• If any issues pertaining to a breach of bylaw arise, a warranted officer of council will deal
with them.
• HRT Terminus site is accessible at present for vehicles to drive on for camping until
layout is complete.
• Water supply, septic system, container foundation due by end of January.
• Container toilet installation is still on track for installation in February.

Gilmour Lake
The Gilmour Lake fountain has reached the end of its useful life and is no longer functioning.
Staff are currently sourcing a replacement fountain and pump.
An initiative is being set up to further develop the Gilmour Lake wetland area, which is an area
significant for treating stormwater runoff before it reaches the lake. The initiative will seek to
enhance the area and make it visually appealing and more in keeping with the rest of the
reserve.
Pioneer Park
The Ngatea Lionesses Crocheted Christmas tree, which was installed for the first time in
December of 2019, has once again be installed at Pioneer Park. It will remain in place until
sometime in the New Year.
The Ngatea car show will be held at Pioneer Park on Dec 27 for a fourth year in a row. The
Ngatea St Johns cadets will be holding a fundraising bbq at the event. Last year a record 150
cars and custom vans were on show.
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Corne’s Paddock, Karangahake
Corne’s paddock has been set up as overflow parking for the Karangahake area over the busy
summer season. Signs have been installed at the Karangahake Reserve and on Crown Hill Rd
indicating to visitors where the parking can be found.
Primrose Hill Walking Track
Work has commenced on finishing stage two of the Primrose Hill Walking track. Paeroa Lions
have been doing a fantastic job of developing and managing this project.

Approval
Prepared by

Approved by

Adam Chwesik
Community Facilities Officer
Paul Matthews
Parks and Reserves Manager
Adrian de Laborde
GM- Engineering Services Manager
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FOR INFORMATION
NGĀ MŌHIOTANGA

TO

Mayor and Councillors

AUTHOR

Community Facilities Officer, Property Officer and
Parks and Reserves Manager

FILE REFERENCE

Document:

PORTFOLIO HOLDER

Councillor Spicer- Community Facilities

MEETING DATE

Wednesday, 16 December 2020

SUBJECT

Community Facilities Monthly Report – December 2020

RECOMMENDATION | TE WHAIKUPU
THAT the report be received.

1

PURPOSE | TE ARONGA

The purpose of this report is to update the Council on the Community Facilities activity, which
includes community halls, rural halls, elderly persons housing, public toilets, cemeteries and
non-recreational reserves.

2.

COMMUNITY FACILITIES

Elderly Persons Housing
We have a 100% occupation rate at present.
Progress is being made at Pauls Drive complex where approximately 25m of footpath in 10
sections are being replaced and re-aligned. Where a step in the concrete occurred at flat
entrances, these were levelled, eliminating any trip hazards.
Flat 1/18 at Pauls Drive had privacy screens put up to match the rest of the complex.
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Public Toilets
Three Portaloos are being installed at the Kaiaua Terminus site and an additional one at
Karangahake Hall site for the start of December. This is to meet anticipated usage of these
sites prior to the installation of the Container Toilets in summer. The cost of these will be met
through operational funds.

Rural Halls
No items of significance to report for Rural Halls

Community Halls
Community Hall usage for November 2020 shown below

Community Halls - November 2020
180
156.5

160

148.5

120

Booking Hours

Booking Types
- Tai Chi
- Martial Arts
- Council
- Sports Group
- Church Groups
- Private
Functions
- Community
Groups

Booking Types
- Childcare
- Martial Arts
- Ballet
- Music Groups
- Community
Groups
- Industry
Training
- Private
Functions

140

100
80

60
40

20
0

Ngatea Hall

Paeroa Hall

63.5

Booking
Types
- Tai Chi
- Martial Arts
- Community
Groups
- Private
Functions

Waihi Hall

Cemeteries
Cemetery Statistics for the month of November are as follows:
Plot Reservations
Location
Miranda
Pukerimu
Waihi
Whaarangi 2 | 6

Type
Ashes
Casket
Ashes
casket
Ashes

Number
1
0
0
0
3
M2686070
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Casket

0

Internments
Location
Miranda
Pukerimu
Waihi
Ngatea

Type
Ashes
Casket
Ashes
Casket
Ashes
Casket
Ash Wall Placement

Number
0
0
1
1
2
1
1

Non-recreation Reserves
Meetings are being arranged with Paeroa Streamcare, The Turua Domain Committee and the
Waikino Domain Committee to best determine how the WRC Environmental Initiative funding
grants are to be spent.
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Project on track
Off track but will be on track soon
Off track/
budget

behind

schedule/over

Key Projects - Facilities
Project Name
Elderly Housing Ngatea
Approved project budget:
$19,787

Project
Manager

Budget

Timeframe

Property
officer

●

●

%
Complete

Actual
Spent
(YTD)

Forecast at
Completion
$19,000

Comments
Flat 1/18 Pauls Drive
redecorated and tenanted
from our current waiting
list.
Kaihere
Road
–
all
hotwater cylinders and
ajax valves replaced.
Roof replacement on Flat
1 and 3 at Kaihere Road
planned for summer if
necessary
–
seeking
further
opinion
and
advice.
Security doors installed
at 8 Ngatea flats (Paul’s
drive)

Elderly Housing Paeroa
Approved project budget:
$22,911

Property
Officer

●

$23,000

●

Flat L Junction Road
redecorated and tenanted
from our current waiting
list.
Flat G has been carpeted
and painted and tenanted
from waiting list.
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Elderly Housing Waihi
Approved project budget:
$27,077

Property
officer

●

●

$27,000

Elderly Housing – Healthy Homes
Approved
project
budget
2020/21: $109,000
(Resolution C19/337)

Property
officer

●

●

$109,000

Flat 7 Upper Moresby
new kitchen, carpet and
vinyl. Tenanted from our
current waiting list.
Extraction of all units but
6 in Paeroa now
complete. This will be
done during summer as
part of the roof sheet
need to be lifted.
Installation of
rangehoods to be
completed by July 2021.

Pukerimu Cemetery Development:
Planning, development & ashes
walk
Approved
Project
budget:
$302,000

Project
Manager

New Kaiaua toilets
Approved
Project
$180,000

Project
Manager
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Budget:

●
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●

●
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55%

$155,000

$300,000

5%

$0

$180,000

The first of the new
ashes and casket burial
berms have been
installed. Staff are
planning the next stages
of the development
which will include
seating, parking, and an
upgraded entrance.
Build process has begun
with an eye toward late
January 2021 install.
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Approval
Prepared by

Paul Matthews
Parks and Reserves Manager
Desire Bezuidenhout
Property Officer
Adam Chwesik
Community Services Officer

Approved by
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GM - Engineering Services Manager
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FOR DECISION
MŌ TE WHAKATAUNGA

TO

Mayor and Councillors

AUTHOR

Adam Chwesik
Community Facilities Officer

FILE REFERENCE

Document: 2862361
Appendix A: Sport ‘n’ Action Information
Appendix B: Sport ‘n’ Action Contract Agreement

PORTFOLIO HOLDER/S

Councillor Wilkinson
Community Recreation portfolio

MEETING DATE

Wednesday 16th December 2020

SUBJECT

Contract between Hauraki District Council and Sport ’n’
Action Waihi Charitable Trust

SUMMARY | TE WHAKARĀPOPOTANGA
The Waihi Event Centre has been managed and operated by Sport ‘n’ Action Waihi Charitable
Trust since 2010 with the number of users increasing and a wide range of sport and recreation
groups now utilising the facility.
The Trust is well placed to continue to provide service and promote the Waihi Event Centre
within the community as well as the wider district.
The decision is not considered to be a significant decision.
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RECOMMENDATION | TE WHAIKUPU
THAT the report be received, and
THAT the contract between Hauraki District Council and Sport ‘n’ Action Waihi Charitable Trust
be adopted as per contract agreement.
THAT the Council approves budgeted expenditure of $17,000 (plus GST) with CPI adjustment
for the next 2 years in the Events Centre activity renewable for a further 2 years upon review.

1

PURPOSE | TE ARONGA

The purpose of this report is to present the Contract Agreement between Hauraki District
Council and Sport ‘n’ Action Waihi Charitable Trust to the Council for adoption.
The matter or suggested decision does not involve a new activity, service, programme,
project, expenditure or other deliverable.

2

BACKGROUND | TE KŌRERO Ā MUA

Sport ‘n’ Action Waihi Charitable Trust have operated and managed the Waihi Event Centre on
behalf of Hauraki District Council from August 2010 taking bookings, promoting use of the
facility to the community, being a contact point for users and handling all invoicing for use of
the Event Centre.
Hauraki District Council manages all repairs, cleaning and maintenance of the facility through
the existing Event Centre activity operating budget.

3



THE ISSUES | NGĀ TAKE
The existing contract is currently held with Sport ‘n’ Action Waihi Charitable Trust. They
have a dedicated person on site that aligns with the usage of the site.
This person also administers the Sport n Action/Morgan Park Sports Hub which captures
most of Waihi’s recreation activities.

Renewal of existing contract
Seamless continuation of a successful partnership with council and the community.

3.2

Select another provider

A tender process will have to begin in December 2020. This process is predicted to take two
months before a new provider would be chosen. A collaborative process will begin with the
community users, council and the new provider. Budget implications may occur due to new
requirements.
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4 ENGAGING WITH OUR COMMUNITIES |
KIA UIA TE HAPORI WHĀNUI
Staff consider that the Council does have enough of an understanding of community views
and preferences on this matter. The level of engagement considered appropriate for this
matter, at this point in time, is to not to engage at this time.

5

OUR OPTIONS | NGĀ KŌWHIRINGA A MĀTOU

Staff have identified the following options for the Council to consider:
 Retaining the status quo
 Going out to the public to find alternate service providers
These options and their advantages and disadvantages are outlined below.

OPTION 1: Contract Agreement between Hauraki District Council
and Sport ‘n’ Action Waihi Charitable Trust

ABOUT THIS OPTION
This option does not involve a new activity, service, programme, project, expenditure or
other deliverable. The service provider has operated and managed the Waihi Event Centre
on behalf of Hauraki District Council for the last 10 years
ADVANTAGES
Service Provider is an established sporting
hub within the community.
10 years of experience.
Familiarity with sport and recreation needs of
the wider community.

DISADVANTAGES
Nil

FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs

Ongoing annual operating: $20,000 per year

Budget source

Event Centre Activity – operating.

Changes to budgets

In order to accommodate these costs there will not need to
be changes to budgets.
Current budgeted activity.

Impact on the Council’s debt

There is no impact on the Council’s debt

Potential impact on rates

There will be no impact on rates

5.2

OPTION 2: Alternative Service Provider

ABOUT THIS OPTION
This option would be to find an alternative service provider to fulfil operating and managing
of the Waihi Event Centre.
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ADVANTAGES
Nil

DISADVANTAGES
Limited options available to provide required
service.

FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs

Ongoing annual operating: $20,000 per year

Budget source

Event Centre – operating budget

Changes to budgets

In order to accommodate these costs there will not need to
be changes to budgets.
Current budget allocation.

Impact on the Council’s debt

There is no impact on the Council’s debt

Potential impact on rates

There will be no impact on rates.

6

PREFERRED OPTION| TE KŌWHIRINGA MATUA

Staff recommend proceeding with Option 1 – Contract Agreement between Hauraki District
Council and Sport ‘n’ Action Waihi Charitable Trust.

6.1

LINKAGES

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION

The preferred option IS consistent
with the Council’s strategic
direction, including community
outcomes.

LONG TERM PLAN /
ANNUAL PLAN
ALIGNMENT

The preferred option IS consistent
with the long term plan and/or
annual plan programmes and
budgets.

POLICIES, BYLAWS
AND PLANS
ALIGNMENT

The preferred option IS consistent
with the Council’s other strategies,
policies, bylaws and plans.

SIGNIFICANCE
ASSESSMENT

The decision IS NOT considered
significant under the Council’s
Significance and Engagement Policy
2020.

IMPLICATIONS FOR
MĀORI

The decision DOES NOT involve a
significant decision in relation to
land or a body of water.

6.2

ASSESSING THE RISKS

Staff have identified the following risks associated with the recommended option.
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Description of risk

Level of risk

How we could soften the risk

Are there other
organisations that could
manage the Event Centre

Moderate

Choose a proven success
model

7

Low

NEXT STEPS | TE ARA KI MUA

Timeframe

Action

November
2020

Implement contract with Sport ‘n’
Action Waihi Charitable Trust

8

Risk
remaining

Comments

Approval

Prepared by

Adam Chwesik
Community Facilities Officer

Approved by

Adrian de Laborde
Group Manager Engineering Services
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APPENDIX A
Sport ‘n’ Action Information

1. Who are the Trustees?
Des Mulhern
Chairperson
Paul Anderson HDC Representative
Max Maclean
Harry Shepherd
Mark Skinner
Tanya McCowatt
John Drent
Viv Barrakat
Christine Bougher
2. What is their performance?
The trust has successfully managed the centre since being engaged by HDC almost 11 years
ago to take up the management contract on the Waihi Events Centre and has successfully
managed the centre since. Over this time, use of the facility has increased with a wider range
of user groups, vandalism and maintenance has decreased, and a very good working
relationship between the Trust and HDC staff has continued throughout.
3. What services does the Trust provide for $17k?








Promote the use of the facility
Manage all bookings including annual renewal with regular users
Invoice and collect all monies
Maintain register of keys
Oversee cleaning contract performance
Monitor maintenance requirements and report issues to HDC Community Facilities Officer
Liaise with and arrange access to tradesmen on any approved maintenance

4. Is this enough money to carry out these services?
In 2010 HDC calculated an amount of $15k as the cost to the council for performing the above
tasks and this has been adjusted in line with the CPI rate since. Although time involved has
increased with increased usage this has been offset by the increased fees received.
As the coordinator employed by Sport n Action also has other functions that are all community
based such as assisting with Xterra trail run, the nugget multisport event, echo walking
festival, local school sports events, local walking groups etc. and now Morgan park bookings
the trust has fundraised an additional $5 - $10k per year. The expected costs for the
coordinator position for the next 12 months is $30k.
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APPENDIX B

CONTRACT BETWEEN:
HAURAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL
AND
SPORT ‘N’ ACTION WAIHI
CHARITABLE TRUST
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CONTRACT AGREEMENT

Sport ‘n’ Action Waihi Charitable Trust (Inc)
THIS AGREEMENT is made on 1 September 2020
BETWEEN Sport ‘n’ Action Waihi Charitable Trust Inc (“the Service Provider”)
AND HAURAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL (“the Principal”)
IT IS AGREED as follows:
THE Service Provider shall operate and manage the Waihi Event Centre on behalf of the
Principal as described in this Contract Document for a period of two (2) years renewable for a
further two years provided all terms and conditions are satisfactorily complied with
EACH party hereby agrees to honour and discharge all obligations imposed on that party
by this Contract Documents.
THE Contract Documents are this Contract Agreement and the following which form part of
this agreement:
The Letter of Acceptance of Proposal.
THE Council agrees to pay $17,000 (Plus GST) per annum for provision of the services by
the Service Provider as set out in this Contract, as a lump sum at the beginning of each
financial year (July) incremented by annual rate of inflation in each ensuring year.

3

CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS

Sport ‘n’ Action Waihi Charitable Trust
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This contract sets out the requirements for the operation and maintenance of the Waihi
Event Centre which is located on Haszard St, Waihi.

4

SERVICE PROVIDERS RESPONSIBILITIES
The Service Provider shall:
PROMOTE THE USE OF THE FACILITY TO THE COMMUNITY
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BOOKING OF VENUE

5 . 1 Sport ‘ N ’ Action will be responsible
the Waihi Event Centre. This includes
the Event Centre at the end of each
for the following
year. An effort
bookings. At the same time contact
be able to be accommodated
and
secure bookings.

5 . 2 Manage

changes

to bookings

for all bookings for the use of
contacting all regular users of
year requesting
booking dates
is made to accommodate
all
other sporting groups that may
give them the opportunity
to

already

made

by users

of the

Event

Centre

5.3 Check that users do not exceed their booked times
5.4 Promote available booking times to other users

6

REGISTER OF KEYS

6 . 1 Maintain

a register of keys and keep an accurate record
are given to users and when the keys are returned.

7

CLEANING CONTRACT

7 . 1 Oversee

cleaning contractor
performance
the cleaner
is not satisfactory
report
Council, Community Facilities Officer.

8

of keys that

and if the performance
of
such to Hauraki
District

INVOICING AND RECEIPTING

8 . 1 All invoicing

of regular users to be performed by Sport ‘ n ’ Action on
a monthly basis. (the first week of the following
month) Sport ‘ n ’
Action to collect any monies for the use of the Centre on a casual
basis and all monies collected
by Sport ‘ n ’ Action to be banked in
Sport ‘n’ Action bank account.

9

PAYMENT OF INCOME TO HAURAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL
Sport ‘n’ Action will be invoiced on a monthly basis (in the last week of the next month) by
the Hauraki District Council for a sum of $800.00 (plus GST). The exception being this
financial year with the first invoicing period being for the month of August.
Sport ‘n’ Action will advise Hauraki District Council on an annual basis total revenue
collected from users of the centre. If this is a positive result, Sport ‘n’ Action will advise
Hauraki District Council how this revenue will be injected back into the community to align
with the Hauraki Sport and Active Recreation Plan, the Waikato Regional Sports Facilities
Plan and Sports NZ Every Body Active in Aotearoa New Zealand Plan. Any additional
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payment required to be paid to Hauraki District Council is due by the last week of the next
month.

10 REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
1 0 . 1 All major maintenance

matters to be reported
Council, Community Facilities Officer.

1 0 . 2 Communicate

with users where
occurred verbally and in writing.

1 0 . 3 Report to Council

where

mistreatment

restitution

to Hauraki

of the

by user is required

District

facility

has

for repairs

or damage

1 0 . 4 Be responsible

for building
resource use, such as lights
off fire alarms.

security and unnecessary
left on, taps left running

energy and
and setting

1 0 . 5 A key issue to the success

of the facility is consideration
by users
for each other. Sport ‘ n ’ Action will be required to ensure that this
occurs and quickly intervene to resolve any issues that might arise.

11 HOURS OF WORK
That the general public and users will be notified by 9.00 am each Monday of the hours that
the Sport N Action office will be open for the immediate week. This can be by email, an
advertisement in the paper or by a notice on the door. Contact details for Sport ‘n’ Action
must be readily available.

12 COMPLETION OF CONTRACT

The Centre, following completion of contract, should be returned to
Council in the same
condition as it was prior to commencement (apart from general wear
and tear).
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13 TERMS OF CONTRACT
The term of the contract is for one Two (2) year period commencing from the 1st day of
September 2020 (“the Commencement Date”) with a right of renewal for a further two years

13.1 RENEWAL PROVISION
13.1.1

The Service Provider may renew the term for a further period of two years
provided:

13.1.2

The Service Provider has met its obligations under this Contract; and

13.1.3

Given Council three months prior written notice of intention to renew.

13.1.4

The annual fee for the renewed term will be negotiated with Council
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14 PERFORMANCE MEASURES
1 4 . 1 In relation

to the operation
of the Event Centre,
Provider shall comply with the following requirements.

the

Service

14.2
Requirement
Promote the use of the
facility to the community

Performance Measure
Increased hourly use of
Events Centre

Audit
HDC staff to check
booking calendar

Take user bookings in
accordance with Council
booking procedures

That booking system is
reliable and accurate

Check booking
calendar and
No complaints about
bookings from
Events Centre users

Regular users are contacted
at the end of each year for
booking times for the
following year

That the calendar shows
that regular users have
booked the Events Centre
for the following year

Check that letter has
been sent out by
end of November
and bookings made
in calendar

Contact other sporting
groups throughout the year
to encourage further use of
the Events Centre

That new regular users
have made bookings for use
of the Events Centre

Communicate with
facility operator and
check calendar for
bookings

Manage casual bookings

That casual users have
made bookings for use of
the Event Centre

Check calendar for
bookings

All invoicing of regular users
to be completed by Sport N
Action on a monthly basis

All bookings for the Event
Centre are recorded so that
the information is available
for invoicing

Audit the financial
records to ensure
that income has not
decreased
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REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

The Service Provider shall liaise with, and report directly to, the
Hauraki District Council
Community Facilities Officer on all matters concerning this contract and
report
specifically as follows:

14.3 REPORTS

Monthly Report


That a report is provided to the Community Facilities Officer which shows
- Booking details (numbers and what activity)
- Achievements
- Any issues
- Identifies opportunities



That a report is provided to the Community Facilities Officer which shows what repair
work, if any has been carried out at the Event Centre.



By the last day of each month, provide a financial report for the preceding calendar
month to HDC of all monies collected for the previous month.

Annual Report to Council


That an annual report is provided to the Council which shows:
- Financial report
- Booking details (numbers and what activity)
- Achievements
- Any issues
- Alignments to the Hauraki Sport and Active Recreation Plan, the Waikato
Regional Sports Facilities Plan and Sports NZ Every Body Active in Aotearoa New
Zealand Plan
- Strategic Plan for the future identifying opportunities that benefit the community



The Sport ‘n’ Action Trust at a suitable council meeting outlined by the Community
Services Manager and/or the Community Facilities Officer will present the Annual
Report to Council.

15 GENERAL CONDITIONS
The Service Provider shall comply with the following General Conditions:
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1 5 . 1 That users do not conduct

activities
on the sports floor that will
cause damage i.e. trades fair etc, where likely to get scratches,
heavy weights or cause water damage.

16 ADDITIONAL SERVICES
The incorporation of additional services, ie promoting sport within the community must in no
way diminish the ability to promote the Event Centre and maintain the level of service required
by the terms and conditions of this agreement.

16.1 REPRESENTATION
Apart from displaying or distributing media associated with the operation of the Waihi Events
Centre either in printed or electronic form and which has been previously approved by Council,
the Service Provider shall not issue any communications or statements in the name of, or
purporting to be in the name of the Council, and shall have no authority to commit the Council
in any manner to unwanted obligation. The service provider shall indemnify Council against
any claims that may arise relating to any breach by the Service Provider of the terms of this
Contract.

17 SAFETY
1 7 . 1 The Service Provider

shall comply with the provisions of the Health
and Safety
in Employment
Act 1992.
Specifically,
the Service
Provider shall take all practical steps to provide and maintain a safe
working environment.

18 TERMINATION OF CONTRACT

This agreement is terminable by either party or by their authorised agent giving not less than
ninety days notice. Notice to terminate shall –




Be in writing; and
Specify the date by which the agreement will expire; and
Be signed by the party giving the notice, or by that party’s agent.

__________________________________________ Sport ‘n’ Action
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_______________________________________________Chief Executive
Hauraki District Council
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FOR DECISION
MŌ TE WHAKATAUNGA
TO

Mayor and Councillors

AUTHOR

Dennis Lees
Property Manager

FILE REFERENCE

Document: 2864685
Appendix A: Procedure for Road Stopping
Appendix B: Marked out spatial maps of areas of road to be
stopped

PORTFOLIO HOLDER/S Councillor R Broad
Property portfolio
MEETING DATE

16 December 2020

SUBJECT

Stopping and sale of unformed road Waikino and
Legalisation of part Banks Lane, Waikino

SUMMARY | TE WHAKARĀPOPOTANGA
Council received a request from R & B Greer of 15 Banks Lane and 50 Old Waitekauri Road to
stop the unformed road adjacent to the property. This report is to gain a resolution from
Council regarding the stopping and sale of the unformed road to R & B Greer.
The Greers have owned the property for nearly 38 years and have lived with the unformed
road as it still stands from being mapped out in the UK 122 years ago. From the aerial photo
you can see it runs right pass the corner of the Victoria Homestead and was originally used for
the workers as a pathway to take them to the Battery site. The Greers own both sides of the
unformed road.
The stopping and subsequent sale of this land will have no effect on our infrastructure assets.
The decision is not considered to be a significant decision.
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RECOMMENDATION | TE WHAIKUPU
THAT the report be received.
THAT the Council supports the stopping and sale to R & B Greer or a future owner of the two
unformed roads though the Public Works Act of 1981 Section 116 as per Appendix A;
THAT the sale price be determined by a valuation yet to be undertaken by a registered valuer.
THAT all costs in relation to the closure be met by the current or any future owners.
THAT the Council considers these decisions to be insignificant under its Significance and
Engagement Policy 2020.

1

PURPOSE | TE ARONGA

This report is to gain a resolution from Council regarding the closure and sale of the unformed
road to R & B Greer under the Public Works Act 1981 Section 116, and the road being
amalgamated into the title for 15 Banks Lane, and to stopping part of 15 Banks Lane currently
being occupied by the shed / garage.

2

BACKGROUND | TE KŌRERO Ā MUA

The Property manager has received communication from the current owners to stop and
purchase the unformed road adjacent to their property and to legalise part of Banks Lane into
their section title, currently their shed/garage sits partly on a section of Banks Lane and is also
closed with a gate leading up to their section.
The native bush has been fenced off for approximately 36 years; free of livestock to allow the
bush to regenerate. From the stream running through the property to the many native birds
and the over 100-year old wisteria in the garden (planted by the battery manager’s wife) this
is a property steeped in history. This property still has so many opportunities to be unlocked
in the future as the Waikino area is extremely popular for tourism.

3

THE ISSUES | NGĀ TAKE

The Greer’s have applied to stop and purchase a portion of the formed road road 1.5metres in
front of their dwelling, which is erected on the formed road. This would equate to a 10m width.
Staff recommend that the formed road area be extended to the gateway.
In addition to this they have requested that the unformed paper road to the rear of their
house, bounded on both sides by land owned by them be stopped and be sold to them.

3.1

Unformed and Formed Road - Appendix B

The uniformed road is surplus to council’s infrastructure requirements and has a steep grade,
which inhibits forming any access way. An existing dwelling has been erected on the end of the
formed road in the past.

3.2

Surrounding titles owned by B & R Greer - Appendix C

The Greer’s own the surrounding titles around the uniformed and formed roads
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Surrounding titles owned by others – Appendix D

Other property owners have been communicated with regarding this request from the Greer’s.
Neighbour “A” has been approached and has indicated that they would not oppose the
proposed road stopping and the boundary adjustment.

4 ENGAGING WITH OUR COMMUNITIES |
KIA UIA TE HAPORI WHĀNUI
Staff consider that the Council does have enough of an understanding of community views
and preferences on this matter. The level of engagement considered appropriate for this
matter, at this point in time, is to inform (i.e. one-way communication disseminating
information).

5

OUR OPTIONS | NGĀ KŌWHIRINGA A MĀTOU

Staff have identified the following options for the Council to consider:
• Retaining the status quo
• Support the stopping of the unformed road adjacent to the R & B Greer property.
• Not support the stopping of the unformed road adjacent to the R & B Greer property.
These options and their advantages and disadvantages are outlined below.

5.1

OPTION 1: Support the stopping of the unformed road – Appendix E

ABOUT THIS OPTION
Hauraki District Council supports the stopping of the unformed road in Waikino through
Section 116 of the Public Works Act of 1981 – Appendix A, but the sale price will be
determined once a valuation has been received.
Staff recommend that the formed road purchase be extended to the gate way – Appendix E
ADVANTAGES
Increased revenue by rates and the proceeds
of the sale.
Saving through relinquishing the
responsibility of maintenance.

DISADVANTAGES
Nil

FINANCIAL COSTS
Applicant will bear all in relation to the closure and sale of the unformed road.
Whole of life costs

Capital costs: N/A
Ongoing annual operating: N/A
One off operating cost: N/A

Budget source

Miscellaneous Property

Changes to budgets

In order to accommodate these costs there will not need to
be changes to budgets.

Impact on the Council’s debt

There is no impact on the Council’s debt

Potential impact on rates

There will be no impact on rates
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OPTION 2: Do not support the stopping and sale of the unformed
road

ABOUT THIS OPTION
Hauraki District Council does not support the stopping of the unformed road in Waikino
through the Public Works Act 1981 Section 116 and the purchase of the land by R & B Greer.
ADVANTAGES
Nil

DISADVANTAGES
Ill feelings and perception towards Council.
Responsibility of vegetation control will
remain that of Council.

FINANCIAL COSTS
Whole of life costs

Capital costs: Nil
Ongoing annual operating: Nil
One off operating cost: Nil

Budget source

Miscellaneous Property

Changes to budgets

In order to accommodate these costs there will not need to
be changes to budgets.

Impact on the Council’s debt

There is no impact on the Council’s debt

Potential impact on rates

There will be no impact on rates

6

PREFERRED OPTION| TE KŌWHIRINGA MATUA

Staff recommend proceeding with Option 1 – Support the stopping and sale of the unformed
roads in Waikino

6.1

LINKAGES

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION

The preferred option IS consistent
with the Council’s strategic
direction, including community
outcomes.

LONG TERM PLAN /
ANNUAL PLAN
ALIGNMENT

The preferred option IS consistent
with the long term plan and/or
annual plan programmes and
budgets.

POLICIES, BYLAWS
AND PLANS
ALIGNMENT

The preferred option IS consistent
with the Council’s other
strategies, policies, bylaws and
plans.
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SIGNIFICANCE
ASSESSMENT

The decision IS considered
significant under the Council’s
Significance and Engagement Policy
2020.

IMPLICATIONS FOR
MĀORI

The decision DOES NOT involve a
significant decision in relation to
land or a body of water.

6.2

ASSESSING THE RISKS

Staff have identified the following risks associated with the recommended option.
Description of risk

Level of risk

How we could soften the risk

Risk
remaining

Sale may fall over / no
income

Low

Collaborative approach

Low

7

NEXT STEPS | TE ARA KI MUA

See Appendix A for further details on next steps

8

Approval

Prepared by

Desire Bezuidenhout
Property Officer

Approved by

Adrian de Laborde
Group Manager Service Delivery
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APPENDIX A
The procedures for road stopping under Public Works Act 1981 Section 116
are:
1. You will need to ask the Council whether the proposed road stopping will
i.

Upset the integrity of the roading system or deprive another property owner of
road frontage.

ii.

If there are any foreseeable public works intended for or the planning issues
relating to the road to be stopped.

Any statement from the Council in support of, or otherwise of, the above matters would
not be intended to prejudice any member of the public’s right under the legislation.
You will need to advise the Council as to what use the land would be put to.
2. Discuss with the Council the price it will require for the area of land proposed to be
stopped. All land contained in road belongs to the local authority except of course the
state highways.
3. Visit the neighbours (particularly adjoining land owners who may wish to purchase part
of the land concerned) that would have any interest in the road stopping and discuss
your proposal with them. You will need to gain a favourable response from other land
owners and especially from those that may have a differing viewpoint of the proposal to
yourself.
4. With regard to roads in a rural area, the Council will need to seek consent from the
Minister of Lands before the stopping procedure can commence. The Minister’s
response will determine whether or not the process will proceed from this point.
5. As the Promoter you will need to get a quote and bear the cost for the surveying, as
you need to lodge an approved survey plan before the Council can start advertising
your Road Stopping Proposal. Please check with your surveyor the cost of surveying for
a compiled plan.
6. Other costs you may have to bear are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Advertising
Gazettal, Land Office dealings
Certificate of Title
Transfer cots (talk to your solicitor)
Land purchase price (discuss this with Council)
Incidentals to Council

7. Once you have decided that the proposal is worthwhile proceeding with, then you need
to present the approved survey plan to the Council. From this point onwards the
process will run it legal course.
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APPENDIX B – Uniformed and Formed Road
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APPENDIX C – Land owned by R & B Greer
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APPENDIX D – Land owned by Neighbour A
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APPENDIX E – Desired outcome
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FOR INFORMATION |
NGĀ MŌHIOTANGA
TO

Mayor and Councillors

AUTHOR

Campbell Moore
Senior Project Manager

FILE REFERENCE

Document: 2869605
Appendix A: 2868976

PORTFOLIO HOLDER/S Mayor Toby Adams
MEETING DATE

16 December 2020

SUBJECT

Project Management Office Monthly report

SUMMARY | TE WHAKARĀPOPOTANGA
The Project Management Office manages a combination of capital infrastructure projects and
internal business projects.
This report provides a summary of the status of key projects and milestones achieved during
the previous month.

RECOMMENDATION | TE WHAIKUPU
THAT the report be received.
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PURPOSE | TE ARONGA

The purpose of this report is to provide the Council with an update on the status of key capital
infrastructure projects and other activities undertaken by the Project Management team as
appropriate.

2

BACKGROUND | TE KŌRERO Ā MUA

The approved budget for Capital infrastructure works in the 2020/21 financial year is
approximately $27.78m. This include $11.29m of budget carried forward from previous years.
Additional funding of $3.06m has been allocated for waters projects from the DIA.
The Projects team provides a report to the Executive Leadership Team (ELT) on a monthly
basis. That report provides summary level information on project delivery for key projects
only.

3

Key Projects

The Executive Leadership Team identified the following key projects for reporting to Council;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three Waters reform funded projects (DIA funded) programme level report
District Wide Waste Water pond desludging
Waste Water Master Planning
Kaimanawa Water connection
Ngatea Main Street
Ngatea North subdivision (stage 4)
Road pavement rehabilitations
Sealed Road resurfacing
HRT extensions Pūkorokoro to Kaiaua
Water H&S upgrades
Waste Water H&S upgrades
Paeroa Refuse Transfer Station
Waihi Refuse Transfer Station
Mahuta Road Bridge replacement

Project level reporting for each of these projects is appended to this report for information. The
reporting includes, key achievements, concerns, financial position and forecast, photo’s, risks
and issues and a summary of work planned for the upcoming month.
A separate decision report is to be submitted for Council’s consideration in regards to the
Ngatea Library and Service Centre project.
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Key Milestones achieved

Key achievements and work completed in the past month are noted on each of the appended
project reports. A summary table of notable achievements is below;
Milestone

$,000

Contractor engaged to undertake sludge survey and
desludging of the Paeroa Waste Water Treatment Plant.
Enabling works to commence in December, desludging to be
undertaken in January and February 2021.

$300 (total project $1,500)
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Taylors Ave Waste Water lining contract awarded (on track
to be complete in late 2020)

$650 (total budget $1,300)

Bradford Street extension on track to be completed in
December 2020

$545

Professional Services contract for Mahuta Road bridge
replacement awarded

$90 (total estimated budget
$1,000)

Hauraki Rail Trail Waikino bridge emergency works – bridge
installation completed (funded via MBIE MGR fund)

$100

5

Issues / Risks

Project

Issue / Risk

District Wide Pond desludging

Risk related to adverse odour
during desludging operation
Risk volume of sludge will not
be known until sludge
surveys are complete.

Mahuta Road Bridge Replacement

Project timeline likely to
extend beyond end of
2020/21 financial year

Ngatea Main Street

Due to inclement weather
experienced in November and
December, some works will
need to be completed in
January 2021.

Paeroa Refuse Transfer Station

Budget shortfall

Kaimanawa Water Supply

Physical works will be
completed in 2020 as
scheduled, however PowerCo
will not connect the power
supply until mid-January
2021.

Further Issues and Risks are detailed in the project specific reporting in Appendix A.

Approval
Prepared by

Campbell Moore
Senior Project Manager

Approved by

Adrian de Laborde
Group Manager – Engineering Services
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